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the Behavioral Developmental Cusp for Learning by Observation  
Erika Michelle Byers 
In 2 studies, I sought to determine the relation between peer attention and the behavioral 
developmental cusp for learning by observation. In Experiment I, I selected 21 preschool-aged 
participants with and without developmental disabilities and screened the participants for a) peer 
attention; b) observational performance; c) observational learning of new operants; and d) 
observational learning of reinforcers. The results demonstrated that each of the participants all fit 
into 1 of 4 groups, based on the presence of peer attention and the 3 types of observational 
learning. I implemented the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention for the 14 
participants who did not demonstrate one or more types of observational learning. The results of 
Experiment I demonstrated that only the participants with peer attention in repertoire acquired all 
three types of observational learning as a function of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard 
observational intervention. Serendipitous findings yielded a possible correlation between the 
different types of observational learning. In Experiment II, I conducted repeated probes to 
determine if all three types of observational learning would emerge for participants with peer 
attention. All 6 of the participants in Experiment II acquired all three types of observational 
learning, as a function of the repeated probes. Observational learning developmental trajectory 
findings are discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
In 1995, Hart and Risely published the results of their longitudinal study of language 
exposure and development for typically developing children of varied socio-economic 
backgrounds. The findings of the 2003 follow-up study further confirmed their assertions in their 
1995 book about the “meaningful differences” between learning and language experiences for 
children in America. The results were unsettling, not just because the children of low socio-
economic status were projected to experience a 30-million word gap by the age of three, but also 
because it is essentially impossible to directly teach the 500,000 new words in the first 36 
months of life (Hart & Risely, 2003; McGuiness, 2005). The findings of these studies 
demonstrated the importance of incidental learning.  
Catania defines learning as the process by which a behavior is added to an organism’s 
repertoire (1998, 2003). This relatively permanent change in behavior (Kazdin, 1993) occurs as a 
function of either direct or indirect contact with feedback, or consequence contingencies (Greer, 
Singer-Dudek, & Gautreaux, 2006). Typically developing children, the subjects of Hart and 
Risely’s longitudinal study, learn a great deal of their language incidentally. In most general 
education classrooms in the United States, a single teacher presents instruction to the entire class. 
In these settings, most of the students are expected to observe the learning opportunities of their 
peers and acquire the operant(s). Unfortunately, not all children have the prerequisites to learn 
incidentally, through observation of consequence contingencies (Greer, Dudek, & Gautreaux, 
2006). Students who do not reliably acquire new information by observation arguably will not 
benefit from general education, or even inclusion classrooms.  
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In this paper I will present the verbal behavior development trajectory and observational 
learning, through an extensive review of literature of related terms, as well as the implications of 
the acquisition of observational learning repertoires of both human and non-human subjects. 
Moreover, I will discuss the widespread research on learning through observation, as well as the 




Review of Literature 
The quest for identifying the source of learning from observation has long been an 
ongoing interest in the study of language, cognition, psychology, and behavior analysis. Though 
there are inconsistencies in use of terms to describe and define components of the theories of 
observational learning, there is extensive research pertaining to the change in behavior as a result 
of observation. Furthermore, there are variations in the use of the terms learning and 
performance.  
Learning 
 Learn units. Greer and McDonough (1999) first introduced the learn unit as a unit of 
measure for teaching. The learn unit consists of the interlocking three-term contingency for 
teacher and student antecedents, behaviors, and consequences. Greer and McDonough (1999) 
define the learn unit as the fundamental unit of pedagogy, stating that the learn unit is “a measure 
of the symbiotic relationship between the teacher and student” (p.6). Just as the teacher’s 
response functions as a clear consequence for the student, the student’s response functions as a 
consequence for the teacher’s later responses (Greer & McDonough, 1999). For learn units to be 
present, the teacher first presents a clear antecedent, followed by the opportunity for the student 
to respond, and concluding with the contingent delivery of a consequence by the teacher.  Within 
learn unit presentations, the teacher delivers reinforcement if the student responded correctly to 
the initial antecedent, and likewise, a correction if the student responded incorrectly. In the 
correction procedure, the teacher represents the initial antecedent, demonstrates the target 
behavior, and then gives the student the opportunity to independently emit the target behavior. 
Greer (1994) discusses the learn unit as the measure of a teacher, suggesting that the presentation 
of in-tact learn units result in learned operants or behavior, thus, increasing teacher productivity. 
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 Incidental learning. Incidental learning refers to the acquisition of new operants without 
direct instruction, meaning without direct contact with the consequence contingencies. Typically 
developing individuals acquire language as both a listener and a speaker, and emit selection and 
production responses without being directly taught each operant (Speckman & Greer, 2009). 
These incidental learning opportunities occur within typical school days, as well as within a 
child’s natural environment. These incidental learning opportunities are often presented as an 
observed learn unit or as a naming experience. An observed learn unit is the observation of 
another individual receiving a direct learn unit (presented an antecedent, emitting a behavior and 
receiving an immediate consequence) (Greer, Dudek, & Gautreaux, 2006). Individuals who 
acquire behaviors and names as a function of incidental learning opportunities have the 
observational learning and Naming cusps and capabilities, respectively. Rosales-Ruiz and Baer 
(1996; 1997) established the notion of behavioral cusps and capabilities. In their study of 
behavior development, Rosales-Ruiz and Baer defined a cusp as a repertoire that results in new 
opportunities to learn. Greer and Speckman (2009) extended the definition, asserting that a 
capability as a cusp that results in a new way of learning. I will discuss behavioral cusps and 
capabilities later. 
In most general education classrooms in the United States, a single teacher presents 
instruction to the entire class. In these settings, most of the students are expected to observe the 
learning opportunities of their peers and acquire the operant(s) incidentally. A common 
misconception when “teaching large numbers of students in a classroom is the assumption that 
students are acquiring new information through the observation of their peers’ responses” (Neu, 
p.13, 2013). Unfortunately, not all children have the prerequisites to learn incidentally, or 
through observation of consequence contingencies received by their peers (Greer, Dudek, & 
Gautreaux, 2006). Students who do not reliably learn from observation may have difficulties 
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acquiring new information in general education, or even inclusion classrooms, because they 
require direct instruction (Neu, 2013).  
Verbal Behavior Development Theory  
B.F. Skinner proposed the theory of verbal behavior. In his 1957 book, he discussed the 
role of the environment in verbal behavior. Skinner defined verbal behavior as the form in which 
all production and mediation functions of language responses relate to the environment (1957). 
Skinner distinguished between verbal and vocal, stating that “verbal” includes all means of 
interaction with an audience, not limited to the speaking topography. He emphasized that even, 
gestural language and Morse code are examples of verbal behavior because as all affect the 
audience (1957). Skinner and other radical behaviorists differentiate between the structure and 
the function of verbal behavior (Baum, 1994; Hineline, 1980). Linguists study the structure of 
language while Skinner and colleagues sought to study the function of verbal behavior as the 
function reveals information on the role of the environment in verbal behavior (Greer, 2008; 
Lenneberg, Chomsky, & Marx, 1967).  
The verbal behavior development theory (VBDT) is an extension of Skinner’s verbal 
behavior, adding the identification of verbal behavior developmental cusps and capabilities and 
attempts to account for higher order verbal operants, emergent language and provides a more 
detailed study of the  trajectory of development in humans (Greer, 2008; Greer & Keohane, 
2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). The VBDT researchers extended 
Skinner’s verbal behavior theory to the study of verbal behavior and how it develops, including a 
study of the environmental controls that lead to the identification and establishment of verbal 
behavior repertoires, referred to as verbal behavior developmental cusps and capabilities (Greer, 
2008; Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009).  
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Behavioral cusps. Behavioral cusps are behaviors that, when present, allow individuals 
to contact reinforcing and punishing contingencies that they could not contact before (Rosales-
Ruiz & Baer, 1996, 1997, 1998).  There are many different behaviors that may be defined as 
cusps, as there are many different behaviors that, when learned, allow new contingencies that can 
be contacted. Rosales-Ruiz and Baer describe walking as a cusp, as it allows one of these skills 
alone to suddenly open the child’s world to new contingencies that will develop new behaviors, 
by expanding the environment. Verbal developmental cusps are cusps that once in a person’s 
repertoire, allow an individual to acquire new verbal operants and new reinforcers (Greer & 
Ross, 2008, Greer & Speckman, 2009).  Examples of verbal developmental cusps that have been 
identified are matching repertoires, echoic repertoires, and writer repertoires (Keohane, Delgado, 
& Greer, 2009, Pistoljevic & Greer, 2009, Helou, Lai, & Sterkin, 2007). This theory postulates 
that many cusps are actually the result of the establishment of new conditioned social reinforcers 
(Greer & Du, 2015).  
Behavioral capabilities. Behavioral capability is not a term that is used with regularity in 
the behavioral literature (Greer & Ross, 2008).  Greer and Ross (2008), and Greer and Speckman 
(2009) have defined a verbal developmental capability as a behavioral cusp that allows children 
to learn in ways that they could not learn before. Some verbal behavior capabilities identified by 
Greer and colleagues are Naming and observational learning (Greer & Ross, 2008, Greer & 
Speckman, 2009, Greer, Singer & Gautreaux, 2004; Greer, et. al, 2005).  These are higher order 
operants that don’t just allow children to contact new contingencies, but allow them to learn in 
new ways. For example, after the acquisition of the observational learning repertoire, an 
individual may acquire operants without direct instruction, but rather through the observation of 
the consequence contingencies of another individual (Greer, Singer-Dudek & Gautreaux, 2006). 
All verbal capabilities are verbal cusps, but not all cusps are capabilities Greer & Speckman, 
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2009). Cusps and capabilities are similar in that both are necessary in order for children to 
develop a complete verbal repertoire. 
Verbal Behavior Development Trajectory 
With an understanding of the trajectory, professionals can determine the missing cusps; 
develop interventions to induce missing cusps, resulting also in the development of the 
environmental experiences that lead to cusps and capabilities (Greer, 2008; Greer & Keohane, 
2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). 
Stages of verbal development. Without the development of verbal cusps, the acquisition 
of one operant would not lead to the acquisition of new operants. In other words, each operant 
would be learned individually with no single operant leading to the acquisition of additional 
operants (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 1997).  Similarly, without the development of specific verbal 
capabilities, and each potential operant would require the same type of separate explicit 
instruction, demonstrating the significance of the presence of cusps versus cusps that are 
capabilities(Greer & Ross, 2008). 
The implications of the acquisition of verbal behavior cusps and capabilities have been 
overlooked in educational research. To date, the VBDT is the only attempt to describe a possible 
trajectory of verbal cusps and capabilities that emerge in most typically developing children in 
the in utero and through the first few years of life. For individuals with disabilities, the 
environmental controls that typically aid in the acquisition of verbal behavior cusps and 
capabilities are not always sufficient to induce the significant cusps and capabilities without 
intervention. In their study of the verbal behavior development trajectory, Greer and colleagues 
have established interventions to induce missing verbal behavior cusps and capabilities for 
individuals with disabilities. Greer and his colleagues have studied the environmental controls 
associated with the verbal behavior development trajectory over the past few decades (Keohane, 
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Luke, & Greer, 2008; Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross; 2008; Greer, 2008). Among the 
application of the Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS®) to 
teacher training, school wide management, and enhancement of academic, communication, and 
self-management repertoires to students with and without disabilities, the research developed by 
radical verbal behaviorists of the CABAS® system has extended research and conceptual 
phenomena related to verbal behavior development from birth to adulthood (Greer, 2008; 
Keohane, Ross & Greer, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009; Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & 
Ross, 2008; Singer-Dudek, Speckman, & Nuzzolo, 2010). Greer and colleagues have identified 
specific verbal cusps necessary for verbal behavior development and developed interventions to 
induce the missing cusps and capabilities. 
 Prelistener. Prelisteners, also called early observers, are individuals who are solely 
dependent on others for survival (Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer, 2008; Keohane, Luke, & 
Greer, 2008). In the study of infant behavior, cusps and capabilities are identified for the 
advancement of verbal behavior repertoires. Maffei, Singer-Dudek, and Keohane (2014) 
measured conditioned reinforcement of adult faces, and Keohane, Luke, and Greer, (2008) 
discussed conditioned reinforcement for listening to adult voices as prerequisite capabilities 
necessary for listening behavior. While these cusps are typically conditioned through natural 
pairing in-utero, and during infancy, many individuals with disabilities likely require 
interventions to induce them through reinforcement pairing procedures (Keohane, Luke, & 
Greer, 2008; Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross; 2008; Greer, 2008). Individuals without 
these, and other early observing responses, require intensive assistance from caregivers to 
access all survival needs. 
 Listener. Once individuals have acquired the early observing responses, their 
environments have expanded such that they can learn in new ways, by listening (Greer & 
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Keohane, 2005; Keohane, Ross, & Greer, 2008). Listening is the verbal response by which 
one’s behavior is shaped by a speaker (Skinner, 1957). Once an individual has expanded his/her 
repertoire to include other individuals (in infants, the mother and other familiar people), he/she 
can acquire listener behavior to assist in functional mediation responses (Greer, 2008). As a 
listener, an individual discriminates auditory sounds (Choi, Greer, & Keohane, 2015) and 
demonstrates listener literacy (Greer, Chavez-Brown, Nirgudkar, Stolfi & Rivera-Valdes, 2005), 
through the verbal governing of fluent listener responses. With a listener repertoire, an 
individual is still dependent on others for survival, however has the verbal behavior capabilities 
to use his/her listener behavior to mediate his/her environment. 
Speaker. In Skinner’s 1957 work, Verbal Behavior, he defined the speaker operants 
mands, tacts, and conversational units. A mand is the verbal operant that specifies a reinforcer 
(Skinner, 1957). A tact is a speaker operant in which the speaker comes in contact with 
something in his/her environment, and emits the speaker response for social reinforcement 
(Skinner, 1957; Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer, 2008; Eby, 2011). Conversational units are the 
verbal exchanges between a speaker and listener, which result in shifts in the role of the 
individual as the listener and speaker for the function of social reinforcement (Skinner, 1957). 
Greer and colleagues discussed the roles of these speaker operants in the development 
trajectory, and interventions to induce functional and independent use of these operants to 
change the behavior of a listener (Eby, 2011; Greer & Du, 2010; Greer & Ross, 2008;). 
Individuals who function on the speaker level of verbal behavior can mediate their 
environments through use of verbal behavior, and are not as dependent on others.  
Speaker-as-own-listener. Skinner proposed distinct separation in listening and speaking 
behaviors, as they develop independently of each other, suggesting that the listener repertoire 
precedes speaker repertoires (1957). Individuals functioning at the speaker-as-own-listener level 
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of verbal behavior can shift roles of the speaker and listener within the skin. Empirical research 
has suggested that while listener repertoires develop separately, they eventually join, and all 
repertories in the listener topography emerge in the speaker topography (Greer and Speckman, 
2009; Woolslayer, 2013; Greer & Ross, 2008). The speaker-as-own-listener capabilities include 
naming, say-do correspondence, and self talk (Greer, 2008; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & 
Speckman, 2009).  
Reader. Reading is not simply textually responding to phonemes (i.e. “decoding”), but 
rather a combination of textual responding, comprehension of textual responses, and governing 
of behavior as a result of the textual responses (Greer & Ross, 2008). With fluent reading 
repertoires, as determined through mastery to a rate criterion, individuals can change their 
behavior from reading, and acquire new information through reading (Greer  & Ross, 2008).  
Writer. Writing, like reading, is not limited to the structure but also includes function. 
The writing topography is a part of writing, but writing is the function in which one’s written 
responses change the behavior of the reader (Gifaldi, Greer, & Pereira, 2003; Greer & Ross, 
2008). There are two types of writing; technical and aesthetic. With aesthetic writing, the writer 
has the ability to effect the emotions of the reader. Gifaldi, Greer, and Pereira (2003) developed 
an experiment to improve the functional components of writing, known as writer immersion.  
Reader-as-own-Writer. Once an individual has acquired the functional components of 
reading and writing, he/she develops self-editing repertoires in which he/she changes his/her 
own behavior as a function of reading his/her own writing; he/she functions on the reader-as-
own-writer level of verbal behavior (Greer & Ross, 2008). 
Observational learning. Observational learning is a social cusp that is a capability. 
Observational learning is also called social learning, and likely emerges when an individual 
becomes truly verbal or social (Reilly & Walsh, 2007). The verbal behavior development theory 
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suggests that an individual becomes truly verbal when his/her listener and speaker behavior 
join, or when Naming is acquired (Greer, 2008; Greer & Ross, 2008; Speckman & Greer, 2009). 
Reilly and Walsh (2007) explain that “truly social behavior is measured by the presence or 
absence of conversational units” (p. 430), which are the interlocked listener and speaker 
exchanges between individuals who are naturally reinforced by the social exchange. As 
individuals acquire the verbal cusps and capabilities, expand learner independence, and develop 
social repertoires, observation of others becomes a significant method of learning in different 
environments. 
Definition of observational learning  
Greer, Singer-Dudek, and Gautreaux (2006) conceptualized observational learning as a 
cusp that is a capability and distinguished between three different types of observational 
learning. The paper provided accounts for the distinctions through the research studies 
conducted, and as a result, revealed a flaw in the use of the term observational learning, as it has 
been used interchangeably with vicarious learning, social learning and other terms used by 
psychologists, socio-pragmatists, behaviorists, and social learning theorists. According to Greer, 
et al. (2006), there are three distinct types of observational learning: a) emission of previously 
mastered behaviors as a result of observed consequence contingencies, b) acquisition of new 
repertoires through the observation of consequence contingencies, including the correction 
procedure for incorrect responses, and c) acquisition of conditioned reinforcement of previously 
neutral stimuli as a result of observation. It is important to note that an important component of 
observational learning is observation of the behavior, as well as the consequence contingencies, 
as observational learning is more than an imitation repertoire (Greer, et al, 2006).  
 Observational learning of new operants. Observational learning of new operants is the 
acquisition of new repertoires or behaviors, as a result of observation (Singer-Dudek, Choi, & 
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Lyons, 2013; Gold, 2013). Greer, Singer-Dudek, and Gautreaux distinguish this type of 
observational learning from the others through an acquisition of a new operant that was not 
previously in the individual’s repertoire, but rather emerged following observation of 
consequence contingencies of a model (2006).  
Observational performance. Another type of observational responding is related to the 
emission of behavior that is already in an individual’s repertoire as a function of the observation 
of consequence contingencies has recently been called observational performance (Singer-
Dudek, Choi, & Lyons, 2013; Gold, 2013). Prior to the distinction by Greer, Dudek, and 
Gautreaux (2006) or the recent publication by Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons (2013), 
“observational learning” was used to describe the emission of behaviors that were not actually 
learned, but rather emitted as a result of the consequence contingencies (Kazdin, 1983; 
Ollendick, Dailey & Shapiro, 1983; Darby & Riopelle, 1959).  
Distinctions between observational learning of new operants and observational 
performance. 
Because these two types of observational responding share some similar properties it is 
important to identify some of the specific differences in detail. Observational performance is 
distinguished from observational learning of new operants, as observational learning of new 
operants specifies the acquisition of new operants that were not previously in repertoire. Greer, et 
al. (2006) argued that this distinction between observational performance and observational 
learning of new operants is critical because the only way to empirically determine if a new 
repertoire emerged as a function of observation is if the pre-intervention assessments 
demonstrated that operants were not part of the individuals instructional history, and an 
observational intervention functioned to result in the acquisition of those new operants.  
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Observational performance is likely the phenomenon Deguchi defined when he used the 
term observational learning (1984). Though he describes “acquisition simply through 
observation,” for operants that are “relatively novel,” he does not explicitly refer to behaviors not 
already in the individual’s repertoire.  
It is also important to mention that if an individual copies the behavior of a model before 
the consequence contingencies, it is considered an imitation response, as observational learning 
repertoires require observation of the behavior itself, in addition to the consequence 
contingencies that follow the behavior (reinforcement, punishment or correction) (Greer, et al., 
2006). 
Observational learning of reinforcers. The third type of observational learning is 
observational learning of reinforcers, also called conditioned reinforcement through observation. 
With this type of observational learning, reinforcing properties of a previously neutral stimulus 
are acquired through observation of consequence contingencies of another individual (Greer, et 
al., 2006). Copying was first identified in nonhuman animals, such as female guppies (Dugatkin, 
1996) and rhesus monkeys (Mineka & Cook, 1988). Dugatkin’s 1996 study with female guppies 
showed that female guppies selected dull-colored male guppies as mating partners as a function 
observation. In addition, Mineka and Cook showed that rhesus monkeys acquired fear of snakes, 
as a function of reinforcement (1988). From the results of their research, the experimenters 
deducted that the behavior changes in the female guppies and rhesus monkeys were imitation 
responses. Greer, Dudek, and Gautreaux (2006) argue that in the case of the female guppies’ 
mate selection, the female guppies copied what they observed other female guppies doing and 
developed conditioned reinforcement of previously neutral stimuli, which in this case, was dull-
colored male guppies (Dugatkin, 1996). 
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Zrinzo and Greer (2013) conducted a maintenance test for the reinforcing properties of 
the neutral stimuli that were conditioned through the observational intervention and found that 
the presence of the experimenter was not significant in conditioning reinforcement for the metal 
washers. Likewise, Singer-Dudek & Oblak (2013) found that the presence of a peer was vital in 
conditioning reinforcement for neutral stimuli through observation. There are distinctions 
between conditioned reinforcement and establishing operations. The reinforcing properties 
created with an establishing operation have momentary effectiveness (Michael, 1993), whereas 
in Zrinzo & Greer’s (2013) study, the effects were maintained over time.  
Joining of the Three Types of Observational Learning 
 Greer, et al. (2006) discuss a possible fourth type of observational learning, 
“observational learning as a new repertoire.” With observational learning as a new repertoire, 
one can learn in new ways, ways in which he/she could not, prior to acquisition of this repertoire 
(Greer, et al., 2006). This fourth type includes the presence of observational learning of new 
operants, observational performance and observational learning of reinforcers, however there 
hasn’t been research to test this type of observational learning as an overarching capability. 
Dudek, Choi, and Lyons (2013) and Gold (2013) demonstrated the emergence of two types of 
observational learning from a single observational intervention. The joining of all three types of 
observational learning had not been empirically tested before. Dudek, et al. (2013), proposed that 
the three types of observational learning join for an overarching capability that is the possibility 
that all three types of observational learning.  
Inconsistencies with Observational Learning in research 
Greer, et al. (2006) emphasized that the interchangeable use of terms such as modeling, 
social learning, copying, vicarious learning, imitation, and observational learning impede the 
progress in research of natural, behavioral, and cultural selection. It is imperative to make the 
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distinctions between behavior changes as a result of observation and observational learning 
repertoires.  
Imitation. Imitation is one of the terms used to describe a change in an individual’s 
behavior as a result of observation. The distinctions Greer, Singer-Dudek, and Gautreaux (2006) 
make between observational learning and imitation is in the contact with the consequence 
contingencies. With imitation, the individual does not need to observe the contingencies. 
Imitation involves direct rather than observed contact with contingencies. With imitation, the 
reinforcement is in the “copying” or see-do correspondence therefore; the consequence 
contingencies following the initial behavior do not matter (Greer, et al., 2006). With Catania’s 
definition of learning, the behavioral change is due to contact with contingencies (1998). If the 
consequence contingencies are not observed, it is not observational learning. Browder, Schoen, 
and Lentz (1986) propose that there is a hierarchy of observational learning in three levels; 
discrete imitative responses, use of generalized imitation to acquire novel, functional tasks, and 
then finally the use of all three types of observational learning to acquire new behaviors across 
settings, models and behaviors.  
Social learning and Social Learning Theory. Bandura and other social learning 
theorists distinguished three types of learning related to observation, or vicarious learning.  
Bandura defined observational learning as a process of changing one’s behavior by observing the 
behavior of another person; new behavior can simply be learned by observing it without any 
external reinforcement (1977). Bandura’s social learning theory states that new behavior can be 
acquired symbolically through the perception of a modeled behavior and then it can be stored as 
a symbolic representation that can easily be retrieved and performed later through cognitive 
mediation. He proposed that human behavior is learned observationally through modeling; “from 
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observing others one forms an idea of how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions 
this coded information serves as a guide for action" (1977, p. 2).   
 Bandura described the learning types as a) the acquisition of new behaviors by observing 
a model, b) the effects of a model’s observed consequence contingencies, and c) the behavioral 
facilitation effect (Manz & Sims, 1981). Bandura (1977) also describes the delayed imitation of 
modeled behavior, without direct contact with the contingencies as cognitive mediation. That is, 
the individual emits the initially modeled behavior within a similar context, for the function of 
the previously observed reinforcement contingencies.  
These types of learning through observation differ from the behavior analytic theory of 
observational learning, specifically the three types listed in Greer, Dudek and Gautreaux’s 
conceptual analysis of observational learning (2006). In the first type of learning proposed by 
social learning theorists, there is acquisition of a new behavior; this is similar to the behavior 
analyst’s definition of observational learning of new operants (Greer, Singer-Dudek, & 
Gautreaux, 2006; Singer-Dudek, Choi, & Lyons, 2013).  
The second type of learning proposed by social learning theorists includes the effects of 
the model on the behavior of the observer. No branch of observational learning, as per Greer, 
Dudek and Gautreaux accounts for the “effectiveness” of the model, but rather purports that the 
emission of behaviors is solely contingent on the consequence contingencies observed (2006).  
Moreover, the third type of learning expands on the second type so that the model 
functions as a discriminative stimulus for the observer to emit an observed behavior in the future 
(Manz & Sims, 1981). Greer, Singer-Dudek, and Gautreaux do not consider the discriminative 
stimulus effects the model has on future responding, as they conclude that the observer’s 
responding depends on the consequence contingencies, and not the model (2006).  
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Models and Modeling. For as long as there has been research related to imitation, there 
has been consideration for the effects of the model on the target’s imitative behavior. Becker and 
Glidden (1979), as well as Strichart (1974), have tested the imitative responses of individuals 
with disabilities, and have determined that individuals most likely choose to imitate the behavior 
of “competent models.” Researchers have studied to the effects of a model’s competence (Baron, 
1970), status level (Lander & Landers, 1973), age (Bandura & Kupers, 1964), and similarities 
(Gould & Weiss, 1981) on observational learning repertoires. Though there is not much 
empirical evidence that shows a relation between observational learning and the characteristics 
of the model, Yussen statistically measured the correlation of attention to the models and 
observational learning, demonstrated through recall, stating, “level of attention influences level 
of learning in an observational setting” (1974, p. 99). A subsequent study measured the effects of 
previous social histories with models on the visual attention to models’ behavior. The data 
demonstrated that participants paid significantly more attention to the models with whom they 
previously shared “warm interactions,” when compared to models with “neutral interactions” 
(Yussen & Levy, 1975).   
In addition, Barry and Overmann’s (1977) group design study of adolescent school-aged 
children showed that individuals with disabilities, in this particular age group, are more likely to 
imitate the behavior of peers, as opposed to adults. Furthermore, their findings indicated that  
“competent peer selections” also resulted in the acquisition of “appropriate social skills,” in 
addition to the targeted skill.  
Video modeling. Other researchers have studied ways to use models within an 
observational learning framework. One of these ways is related to using video modeling. Video 
modeling is a behavioral intervention, derived from Bandura’s social learning theory (Dorwick 
& Jesdale, 1991; Bandura 1969; 1986; 1997). It has been used to teach conversational speech 
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(Charlop & Milstein, 1989; Charlop & Walsh, 1986), play skills (Taylor, Jevin, & Jasper, 1999), 
self-care skills (Charlop-Christy, Le, & Freeman, 2001), and perspective taking (Charlop-Christy 
& Danseshvar, 2002; Sigman & Capps, 1997) by displaying a video demonstration of a targeted 
behavior, which the individual is expected to imitate. Video modeling was developed to facilitate 
Bandura’s observational learning (Corbett & Abdullah, 2005) by improving attention to a model, 
displaying repetition of the targeted behavior, and allowing frequent opportunities for behavioral 
practice (Corbett & Abdullah, 2005).  
In 1986, Bandura claimed, “providing a model of thought and action is one of the most 
effective ways to convey information about the rules for producing new behavior” (p. 51).  
Vicarious learning. Vicarious learning, or as Bandura called it, “no-trial learning” refers 
to the emission of new patterns of behaviors or existing behaviors, brought under new stimulus 
control (Bandura, 1965). Bandura refers to vicarious learning as an experience from informal 
observation that leads to the governing of matched responses, in the presence and absence of 
models. With vicarious learning, the individual does not “engage in overt responding trials” but 
rather receives multiple opportunities to observe the model through “observational trials” and the 
behaviors emitted under discriminative stimulus control already exist in the individual’s 
repertoire (p.3). Additionally, Bandura discusses the imitative responses without the delivery of 
reinforcement to the model, or even the target subject.  
Lee, Dineen, McKendree, and Mays (1999) tested vicarious learning through an 
experiment called, the “Vicarious Learning Project.” Lee, et al. sought to increase exposure to 
the material on a graduate-level online computer course, which had been taught to the students 
twice before. The results of the study showed that the Master’s students acquired information at 
higher levels when they engaged in discussion about the material, as well as when they observed 
peers engage in dialogue. The results were measured through a pretest-posttest group design, and 
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the target students as well as the model students in the “vicarious group” all increased their 
knowledge of the course content, following Task Directed Discussions, as opposed to the “Notes 
group” students, who only had exposure to the online content, and worked alone. Additionally, 
Stenning, McKendree, Lee, Cox, Dineen, and Mays (1999) also sought to examine the role of 
“dialogue” in vicarious learning, concluding that individuals “learn by overhearing” when 
provided a guide to “educational dialogue.” Though the authors called the experiment a 
“Vicarious Learning Project,” the method is similar to a peer-tutoring intervention (Gautreaux, 
2005), which has been used to induce observational learning repertoires. I will discuss the 
implications of peer tutoring later. 
Moreover, Bandura asserted that imitative learning, vicarious learning, and observational 
learning are all interchangeable terms that refer to the “behavior modifications resulting from 
exposure to modeling stimuli” (Bandura, 1965, p. 3).   
Observational Interventions to Induce Observational Learning  
 Induction of observational learning of new operants. There are several studies that 
were successful in inducing observational learning of new operants, as it is defined in the present 
study. 
Peer monitoring. Hamlin, Hathaway and Wodarski (1971) reported an accelerated rate of 
learning as a result of group reinforcement contingencies and peer tutoring in a classroom.  
More recent research on observational learning of new operants by Gautreaux (2005) and 
Delgado and Greer (2009) demonstrated that elementary and middle school students acquired an 
observational learning repertoire as a function of peer monitoring. In their studies, students were 
taught to monitor different behaviors of their peers, and observe the consequences of the peers’ 




Peer tutoring. Greer, Keohane, Meincke, Gautreaux, Pereira, Chavez-Brown, and Yuan 
(2004) utilized several peer tutoring interventions to induce observational learning of new 
operants (observational learning of new operants) in children with disabilities. In their studies, 
the authors taught student “tutors” to present instruction to peer tutees. The target participants 
observed the confederate participants receive reinforcement for correct responses and receive 
corrections for incorrect responses in the peer tutoring intervention sessions. The results 
demonstrated that not only did the tutors acquire the operants they taught to their peer tutees, 
observational learning of new operants emerged for both the tutors and tutees. Similar results 
were seen in Gautreaux’s (2005) study in which an observing student conducted TPRAs on a 
peer’s responses and learned new operants as 
Cocalis (1972) and Evans and Oswalt (1967) both utilized group-oriented contingency 
systems and observed accelerated academic progress. A series of studies conducted in the 
classrooms of a Hawaiian community concluded that the adolescent students were motivated to 
achieve academic goals by peer pressure, affiliation, and avoidance of social disapproval 
(Gallimore & Howard, 1968; Weisner, Gallimore, & Jordan, 1993). In addition, the students did 
not want rewards earned, unless they were shared with their peers.  
Yoked contingencies. Tomasello, a socio-pragmatic theorist, discussed the origins of 
human communication through collaborative, shared “intentionality” (2008). Joint intentionality, 
or cooperative communication, allows individuals to work together to gain a communal 
reinforcer. Tomasello notes that this “joint intentionality” is the “infrastructure for language” by 
which indivudals engage in social communication, under a single motivating condition.  
According to Greer and Ross, joint intentionality is essentially a yoked contingency, in 
which the behaviors of the participants are yoked, and reinforcement is based on joint 
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performance by the individuals of a team or group (2008). Likewise, several studies have used 
yoked contingencies to induce observational learning repertoires for preschool and elementary 
school-aged children (Davies-Lackey, 2005; Hawkins, Charnock, & Gautreaux, 2007; Reilly-
Lawson & Walsh, 2007; Rothestein & Gautreaux, 2007; Stolfi, 2005). In these studies, the 
experimenters simulated a yoked contingency with a participant pair, as opposed to a group, and 
tested the effects of a yoked contingency game on the emergence of the observational learning of 
new operants repertoire. The collaborative game required the participant pair to work together 
against the teacher or experimenter, to access a shared reinforcer. The participants were given the 
opportunity to respond to direct learn unit presentations as well as observed learn units. In the 
peer-yoked contingency game board intervention, corrections and individual reinforcement were 
only provided for direct learn units. When the participants were given the opportunity to respond 
to observed learn units, the participant pair received reinforcement by moving up a spot on the 
gameboard, contingent on correct responses by both participants. In addition, when an incorrect 
response to the observed instruction was emitted the teacher advanced on the game board. 
Davies-Lackey (2005), Hawkins, Charnock, and Gautreaux (2007), Rothstein and 
Gautreaux (2007), and Stolfi (2005), all taught children with disabilities to learn new words 
through observation, through use of the peer-yoked contingency game board. The participants 
did not demonstrate an observational learning of new operants repertoire at the onset of the 
study, but acquired observational learning of new operants as a function of the peer-yoked 
contingency game board intervention. Reilly-Lawson and Walsh (2007) also utilized the peer-
yoked contingency game board observational intervention and, in addition to the emergence of 
the observational learning of new operants capability, the participants’ conversational units with 
peers increased. More recently, Gold (2013) replicated the peer-yoked contingency game board 
observational intervention with school-aged and preschool children with and without disabilities. 
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The peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention serendipitously resulted in the emergence 
of the speaker component of naming capability, in addition to observational learning of new 
operants, for confederate participants who already had observational performance and the 
listener component of the naming capability in repertoire. In addition, observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, and the speaker component of naming, also 
emerged for target participants. Walsh (2008) found that the implementation of an observational 
system of instruction (OSI) resulted in an increase in correct responses to observed instruction, 
social verbal operants, untaught naming responses, and a decrease in disapprovals. The OSI 
procedure included three stages: peer-yoked contingency gameboard, peer tutoring, and peer 
monitoring. 
Social Listener Reinforcement. The yoked contingency gameboard has also been used as 
an intervention to induce social listener reinforcement. Reilly-Lawson and Walsh (2007) 
discussed the social listener reinforcement cusp, that is the acquisition of new social reinforcers 
as a function of listening to peers. This cusp demonstrates the joining of fluent and advanced 
listener and speaker responses into the exchange of listener and speaker roles with an audience, 
known as the conversational unit. Greer described a conversational unit as a “verbal episode 
between two or more individuals in which both or all parties complete a three-term contingency 
as both speaker and listener and the reinforcer is the verbal behavior of another” (2002, p. 341). 
Reilly Lawson and Walsh studied the advanced listener and subsequent empathy repertoires of 
elementary school aged students with disabilities. The four-step protocol included observational 
interventions to “teach the components of observational learning” (2007, p. 435) to induce a 
fluent social listener reinforcement repertoire, utilizing the peer-yoked contingency gameboard 
in each stage of the protocol. All phases of the social listener reinforcement protocol required the 
participants to respond to observed learn units, and correct responses were indirectly 
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consequated through ascension on the peer-yoked contingency gameboard. The results of the 
study demonstrated that the social listener reinforcement protocol was effective in increasing 
vocal verbal operants with peers, specifically sequelics, conversational units, and Wh-questions 
in free play settings, as well as empathetic responses to real life situations (as measured through 
responses to Wh-questions following presentation of picture cards of people experiencing 
various emotions). Though the experimenters did not explicitly test any of the three types of 
observational learning, the treatment package conditioned reinforcement for listening to peers, 
which likely induced the prerequisites for observational learning, if not all three types of 
observational learning. I will discuss these and related research findings in research questions for 
the present study. 
 Subsequently, Baker (2014) compared the effects of a social listener reinforcement 
protocol to video modeling on the emission of vocal verbal operants with peers for preschool 
aged participants with disabilities. The results showed that while both social listener 
reinforcement and video modeling functioned to increase the number of vocal verbal operants 
emitted in a free play setting, only social listener reinforcement functioned to decrease missed 
opportunities for social exchanges with peers and subsequently increase the participants’ 
observing responses to peers. Additionally, the video modeling intervention did not function to 
condition social reinforcement for verbal exchanges with peers. Baker discussed the lack of 
research identifying the prerequisites for effective video modeling instruction.  
Induction of observational learning of reinforcers. In 1991, Greer, Dorow, Williams, 
McCorkle, and Asnes taught a 2-year-old child to consume previously non-preferred foods, 
following a peer model intervention. The results of this study led to the use of observational 
interventions to induce previously neutral stimuli as conditioned reinforcers for children. In 
2008, Greer and Singer-Dudek utilized an observational intervention to condition tokens (plastic 
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discs) and string as reinforcers for performance and learning for children. The intervention 
consisted of the contingent delivery of the plastic discs and small pieces of string to confederate 
peers, while the participants were denied access and the results  showed that the target 
participants acquired conditioned reinforcement for the previously neutral stimuli, as a function 
of observation and systematic deprivation. 
Subsequent research (Greer, Singer-Dudek, & Zrinzo, 2008; Oblak, 2010; O’Rourke, 
2006; Singer-Dudek, Choi & Lyons, 2013; Singer-Dudek, Oblak & Greer, 2011; Zrinzo, 2010) 
tested the acquisition of observational learning of reinforcers as a function of deprivation 
conditions for preschool and elementary school participants with and without disabilities. The 
observational learning of reinforcers intervention has been used to condition previously neutral 
stimuli such as plastic discs and pieces of string (Greer & Singer-Dudek, 2008), metal nuts 
(Oblak, Greer, & Singer-Dudek, 2014), and metal washers (Zrinzo, 2010), as well as educational 
reinforcers like adult praise (Greer, Singer-Dudek, & Zrinzo, 2008), books (Singer-Dudek, 
Oblak, & Greer, 2011), and math and writing (O’Rourke, 2006) as reinforcers, 
Additionally, Oblak, Greer, and Singer-Dudek (2015) isolated the effects of neutral 
stimuli delivery by participants. In this study, the target participants delivered the neutral stimuli 
to confederate peers in the observational intervention but the target participants were themselves 
denied access to same neutral stimuli, and as a result, the neutral stimuli (metal nuts) that the 
target participants were denied access to acquired reinforcing properties, and functioned to 
reinforce both learning and performance.  
Singer-Dudek and Oblak (2013) isolated the effects of peer presence in their study to 
induce observational learning of reinforcers for preschool students with and without disabilities. 
In their study, they tested the effects of the presence of a peer, as well as a no-peer condition, 
utilizing the observational learning of reinforcers intervention. The results demonstrated that the 
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peer was necessary for the neutral stimuli to acquire reinforcement value. In the no-peer 
condition, the target participants sat next to an empty chair, and were denied access to string and 
toothpicks (neutral stimuli), while the neutral stimuli were placed into a cup, in front of the 
empty chair. The neutral stimuli only acquired reinforcement value when delivered to a peer. 
Furthermore, their results ruled out the effects of the characteristics of the peer, as the target 
participants were not familiar with the peers who participated in the study, but still acquired 
conditioned reinforcement for the neutral stimuli, following deprivation of neutral stimuli 
delivered to confederate peers. 
Finally, Zrinzo and Greer (2013) tested acquisition of observational learning of 
reinforcers in two separate experimental conditions; the presence and absence of the 
experimenter. The results showed that the experimenter did not need to be present, but rather the 
presence of the peer is what functioned to induce the observational learning of reinforcers 
repertoire. This finding was consistent with Singer-Dudek and Oblak’s (2013) study. 
Furthermore, the results of learning tasks prior to and following the observational learning of 
reinforcers procedure showed that the participants demonstrated latent learning, meaning that the 
participants likely learned the target operants in the pre-intervention learning task baseline, 
however did not respond as mastery level because the previously neutral stimuli (metal washers) 
did not function as reinforcers, prior to the observational learning of reinforcers intervention. 
This was the case in other studies that measured observational learning of reinforcers of neutral 
stimuli through pre-intervention and post-intervention learning tasks (Greer & Singer-Dudek, 
2008; Singer-Dudek, Greer, & Schmelzkopf, 2008; and Singer-Dudek & Oblak, 2013). It is 
important to include that in the systematic replications of the Greer and Dudek (2008) 
observational intervention, the studies utilized a partition placed between the confederate and 
target participants, to control for imitative responses, and an observational performance 
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repertoire (Greer & Singer-Dudek, 2008; Singer-Dudek, Greer, & Schmelzkopf, 2008; Singer-
Dudek & Oblak, 2013; and Zrinzo and Greer, 2013). 
Peers and reinforcement. Litow and Pumroy discussed the use of group-oriented 
contingencies as a method of managing behaviors of individuals as well as an entire class (1975). 
They discussed the effects of establishing group-oriented contingencies, stating, “rewards and 
teaching coming from peers is more effective than rewards and teaching associated with 
authority figures, such as teachers” (p. 341). Litow and Pumroy described three types of group-
oriented contingencies; dependent group-oriented contingency system, independent, group-
oriented contingency system, and interdependent group-oriented contingency system. In a 
“dependent group-oriented contingency system,” response contingencies are in effect for all 
group members, but are applied to the performance of one or more selected group members 
(Litow & Pumroy, 1975). Litow and Pumroy argue, “this type of contingency system indirectly 
controls the behavior of the group, in that the group members increase the probability of 
receiving favorable consequences contingent on aiding the one or more members to emit the 
appropriate behaviors” (p. 342). With an independent group-oriented contingency system, the 
same response contingencies are in place for all group members, but are applied on an individual 
basis. Finally, within interdependent group-oriented contingency system, the same contingencies 
are in place for all group members, but are applied to an established “level” of performance.  
In all of the applications of the group contingencies listed by Litow and Pumroy, the 
group-oriented contingency systems have been used to maintain behaviors already in repertoire, 
and not to learn new operants, which are by definition, observational performance (Greer, et al., 
2006).  
Since observational performance is a cusp that demonstrates an individual’s attention to 
another individual’s consequences for a behavior that is already in repertoire, observational 
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performance is typically considered to be a prerequisite repertoire for observational learning of 
new operants. To date, there is little research to support that assumption. Recently, Gold 
measured observational performance as a dependent variable, secondary to observational 
learning of new operants (2013). In her study, she selected participants that did not demonstrate 
observational learning of new operants. Furthermore, Gold distinguished between confederate 
and target participants based on the presence or absence of observational performance; the 
confederates demonstrated observational performance, whereas the target participants did not 
demonstrate observational performance, at the onset of the study. The results showed that both 
observational learning of new operants and observational performance emerged simultaneously 
for the target participants, and likewise, observational learning of new operants for the 
confederate participants following a peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention.  
 Additionally, Dudek, et al. (2013) measured the changes in performance as a function of 
observation as a secondary dependent variable, resulting from an observational intervention to 
condition neutral stimuli as reinforcers. In their study, Dudek, et al. implemented an 
observational intervention that required both a target and confederate participants to complete a 
sorting performance task, and no partition was used to allow for observational performance. 
While the confederate participant received contingent delivery of a neutral stimulus (cotton 
swab), the target participant was denied access to the neutral stimuli. The experimenters 
continued sessions of the observational intervention until the target participant’s data for the 
performance task showed a decreasing trend in correct responses. Dudek, et al. utilized the 
observational intervention most commonly used to induce observational learning of reinforcers, 
to condition reinforcement for previously neutral stimuli (2013). The results of the post-
intervention tests were consistent with those of Gold (2013), suggesting that a single 
observational intervention can function to induce both observational learning of new operants 
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and observational performance, simultaneously. The study also posed questions about the 
relation between observational performance, observational learning of new operants, and 
observational learning of reinforcers. Since the participants in both studies demonstrated that two 
seemingly separate observational learning cusps can emerge as a function of a single 
observational intervention, it is clear that the participants demonstrated the necessary observer 
prerequisites. 
Observational learning prerequisites  
 With all of the research on observational learning, there is limited research regarding the 
prerequisites for the ability to learn or perform as a function of observation. Bandura (1977) 
speculated that attention, retention, production, and motivation are necessary for an individual to 
either intentionally or incidentally learn through observation. Since Bandura’s initial theory, 
there have been few empirical studies that have tested the prerequisites for observational 
learning. Taylor and DeQuinzio emphasized that in order to learn through observation, 
individuals must engage in delayed performance, attend to the stimulus presented to the model, 
and discriminate between contingencies delivered to a model (2012).  
Imitation. Browder, Schoen, and Lentz (1986) proposed that there is a hierarchy of 
observational learning in three levels; discrete imitative responses, use of imitation to acquire 
novel, functional tasks, and then finally, the use of all three types of observational learning to 
acquire new behaviors across settings, models, and behaviors. This proposition of observational 
learning as a hierarchical cusp implies that the first prerequisite for observational learning is 
imitation (Browder, Schoen & Lentz, 1986). The repertoires should evolve from instructed or 
directed imitation, to independent imitation of behaviors, when the environmental controls (of 
reinforcement and corrections) are in place. Once the individual can independently determine 
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when to imitate the behavior of an individual, based on the observed consequence contingencies, 
he/she will better navigate novel social situations (Browder, et al., 1986).  
Kymissis and Poulson agree that a generalized imitative response class would constitute a 
prerequisite repertoire, that is, natural reinforcement for imitating the behaviors of others without 
the need to be directly taught discrete imitation tasks (1994). This assertion is shared with verbal 
behavior development theorists, demonstrated by the onset presence of the generalized imitation 
cusp in the published observational learning research studies (Davies-Lackey, 2004; Gold, 2013; 
and Pereira-Delgado & Greer, 2009).  
At the same time, however, there is a component that separates imitation from 
observational learning; imitation contingent on the consequence contingencies. Baker discusses 
generalized imitation in relation to observational learning, concluding that generalized imitation 
is a prerequisite for observational learning, as an individual should have a history of reliably 
imitating a behavior he/she has observed before he/she is able to emit the observed behavior 
“under the same environmental contingencies without ever being directly consequated” for 
emitting the observed behavior (2014, p.106). If a student observes another student contact 
punishment contingencies for the emission of a specific behavior, but imitates that behavior 
anyway, the student has not learned anything and likely does not have observational learning in 
repertoire (Taylor & DeQuinzio, 2012). Taylor and DeQuinzio include that though imitation is 
likely a prerequisite for observational learning, peer imitation is also an essential prerequisite for 
observational learning repertoires.  
Though imitation might very well be a prerequisite for observational learning, more 
specifically observational performance, it is important to include that observational performance 
requires attention to the full operant; most importantly, the consequence (Greer, Dudek, & 
Gautreaux, 2006). If an individual’s behavior changes to an imitative response of a peer model, 
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even after the peer model received punishment or a correction, then it is merely an imitation 
response, and not observational performance. Observational performance requires that a change 
in behavior occurs after the model is consequated, and therefore, if there is no attention to the 
model’s consequence, the student likely does not have observational performance in repertoire.  
Attention and observing responses. With regard to acquisition of observational learning 
as a new repertoire, it is important to consider the prerequisites for the capability, as well as the 
observational interventions to induce the capability. Willke (2015) asserted that there is a “gap in 
the literature on assessing the effects of attending responses on the outcomes of observational 
learning” (p. 10). Regarding the proposal that imitation is likely a prerequisite capability for 
observational learning, it is important to acknowledge that there are additional repertoires that 
are present in individuals with the observational learning capability, that are absent in those 
lacking the capability. Additionally, one must have the conditioned reinforcers to participate in 
an observational intervention to induce observational learning. Browder, Schoen and Lentz 
identify missing reinforcement value for attending to a model, as well as the model’s behavior 
(1986). Willke suggests that “use of an attending prompt to make the stimuli more prominent and 
to evoke observing responses can help improve observational learning” (2015, p. 10). Greer and 
colleagues, and other proponents of the verbal behavior development theory argue that 
conditioning reinforcement for neutral stimuli, including attention to environmental stimuli, 
eradicates the need for prompts, as the previously neutral stimuli will in turn select out the 
attention of the individual (Greer, 2008; Keohane, Luke, & Greer, 2008).  
Keohane, Luke, and Greer define observing responses as “operant responses that are 
selected out by their consequences” (2008, p. 23). The authors propose that when an individual 
selects out stimuli in his/her environment to orient his/her attention, and responds using sensory 
modalities, he/she is “responding as an observer of the environment.”  
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Moreover, Browder, Schoen, and Lentz assert, “observational learning typically 
necessitates attention to multiple cues in observing a model’s behavior, in the context the 
behavior is performed and the consequences of the behavior” (1986, p. 451). A true 
observational learning repertoire, as defined by Browder, Schoen, and Lentz, is the functional 
use of the observed behavior across different settings and people, even in the absence of a model.  
 Attention to a model. In 1965, Bandura sought to test the effects of reinforcement 
contingencies on the imitative responses among nursery children. In his study, he showed 66 
nursery school children a film of an adult male model behaving aggressively toward a “Bobo” 
doll. The participants were split into three groups; the groups all observed a different ending to 
the film. One version showed the model receiving contingent punishment for his treatment of the 
doll, one showed the model receiving reinforcement, and the last version showed that the model 
was not delivered any consequence for his treatment of the doll. Following the film, participants 
were observed to see if they would imitate the modeled behaviors. The results demonstrated that 
the participants were more likely to imitate the model’s behavior if the model was delivered 
reinforcement, or not delivered a consequence at all. Furthermore, the experimenters offered the 
participants across all three experimental groups “high incentives” for recall of the modeled 
behavior. The data showed that regardless of the consequence condition, the participants’ 
responses were similar; most of the children imitated the behavior modeled in the film. 
Furthermore, all of the participants imitated the behavior when offered a positive incentive. By 
definition, the participants of Bandura’s “Bobo doll” experiment were not demonstrating an 
imitation repertoire, but rather demonstrating observational performance. 
 McCullagh (1986) discussed the characteristics of models as “determinants of 
observational learning and performance.” In her conceptual analysis of the effects of model 
status on the observational learning and observational performance of individuals, she proposes a 
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gap in the literature, suggesting that there is little research on the differences in observational 
learning and performance (which is likely the distinction made by Greer, Singer-Dudek, and 
Gautreaux, 2006) when the model is either skillful, or not so much, but are delivered differential 
reinforcement, suggesting that differential expectations also function to motivate learning and 
performance behaviors.  
McCullagh’s consideration for differential reinforcement, expectations, and motivation 
proposed a correlation between observational learning (termed observational learning of new 
operants, in the present study) and performance based on negative reinforcement contingencies; 
that is, the motivation to learn or perform in order to escape the embarrassment of being the 
“only one not to know” something. These contingencies are more likely tied to what she called 
“skillful models,” or models with whom the target participant and model likely share an 
instructional history. Similar motivation contingencies are expected in group settings, for 
example, when an entire group knows something that one individual does not.  
For children who have not yet acquired observational learning repertoires, there is likely 
a problem with the stimulus; difficulty even attending to the modeled behavior (Baer & 
Sherman, 1964, Krupski, 1979). This deficit is most prevalent in children diagnosed with autism 
spectrum disorders (Patten & Watson, 2011; Senju, Yaguchi, Tojo, & Hasegawa, 2003). 
Observational learning training involved teachers directly teaching students to observe and 
imitate models. Taylor and DeQuinzio (2012) provide a strategic method to increase 
observational learning by teaching sustained attention to peer models, promoting generalized 
imitation of peer’s responses, teaching discrimination of consequences, and finally practicing to 
learn new information. Through this discrete training to “increase observational learning,” the 
teachers are instructed to first teach the students to look at their peers through prompts and other 
cues, by providing prosthetic reinforcers to students that look at peers. Of course, a teacher is not 
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always present, and more importantly, this doesn’t establish all three types of observational 
learning; there needs to be conditioned reinforcement for observing. 
When prerequisites are lacking. Greer and Ross (2008) and other verbal behavior 
development theorists argue that when prompts and cues are needed, developmental cusps and 
capabilities are missing. Skinner (1957) stated that it is the environment that shapes our 
behaviors, and as such, Greer and verbal behavior development theorists have developed 
intensive protocols to simulate the environmental controls to induce verbal behavior 
developmental cusps and capabilities (Greer & Ross, 2008). In verbal behavior developmental 
research, Greer and his colleagues have empirically tested the effects of conditioned 
reinforcement on the emergence of verbal behavior developmental cusps and capabilities (Greer 
& Ross, 2008; Keohane, Luke, & Greer, 2008). Specifically, in research on early observing 
responses, Keohane, Luke, and Greer (2008) demonstrated how conditioned reinforcement for 
observing faces, and attending to voices, 2D print stimuli, 3D objects, and modeled movements 
by an adult functioned to induce the cusps and capabilities that are necessary for verbal behavior 
development.  
In the case of teaching students to observe peer models, verbal behavior development 
theorists would argue that instead of using prompts to teach, teachers should conditioned 
reinforcement for attention to peers. By conditioning reinforcement for observing through a 
yoked contingency, the researchers simulate the environmental conditions to socially condition 
reinforcement for peer observation; thus the repertoires related to peer observation emerge 
incidentally.   
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Research Questions and Rationale for Experiment I  
From the extensive research in learning as a function of observation, I am interested in 
the prerequisites for observational learning as a cusp that is a capability. Additionally, which 
environmental controls play a role in the induction of observational learning repertoires?  
In the recent research that specifically targets observational learning of new operants as a 
new cusp that is a capability, Gold (2013) identified observational performance as a prerequisite 
repertoire for confederate participants, but her results showed that observational performance 
emerged simultaneously with observational learning of new operants, following use of the peer-
yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention designed to condition neutral stimuli as 
reinforcers. In addition, Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons’ results showed that observational 
learning of new operants and observational performance emerges simultaneously, following 
implementation of an observational intervention (2013). Furthermore, the results of the 2013 
study showed that there is a relation between the different types of observational learning, 
including observational learning of reinforcers, which has not been empirically tested prior to the 
present study.  
With knowledge of these findings, I hypothesize that observational performance is not a 
prerequisite for observational learning of new operants, or even an intervention to induce 
observational learning. Subsequently, there are prerequisite repertoires, likely related to peer 
observing responses.  
Therefore, specifically considering the students who have conditioned reinforcement for 
observing peers in repertoire (measured through peer attention), can all three types of 
observational learning emerge simultaneously through use of the peer-yoked contingency game 
board observational intervention? Though Gold (2013) demonstrated that observational 
performance and observational learning of new operants can emerge simultaneously as a 
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function of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention, there is no current 
research that shows whether or not the peer-yoked contingency gameboard induces observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers, 
simultaneously.  
Singer-Dudek, Choi and Lyons propose a research question regarding all three types of 
observational learning, suggesting the three different types of observational learning; 
observational performance, observational learning of new operants and observational learning of 
reinforcers “join as a function of experiences to form an overarching capability known as 
observational learning” (2013, p. 344). I will seek to investigate this research question. 
Alternatively, if conditioned reinforcement for peer observation is missing, will the peer-
yoked contingency gameboard be successful in inducing observational learning as a new 







I conducted two experiments. In the first experiment, I sought to determine whether there 
was a correlation between the three different types of observational learning and peer attention. 
In the first experiment, I screened 21 preschool-aged children for the presence of observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, observational learning of reinforcers, and 
peer attention. For 14 participants who were missing one or more components of an 
observational learning repertoire, I implemented a peer-yoked contingency gameboard 




 In Experiment I, 21 preschool-aged children (16 males and five females), ranging in age 
from three to five years, served as participants. All of the participants were selected from a 
privately run, publicly funded preschool in a suburb outside a metropolitan area. The school 
primarily served children with autism and related developmental disorders, but also contained 
inclusion classrooms for students with and without disabilities. The participant pool included all 
131 students who attended a school that served students two to five year-olds, with and without 
disabilities. The school applied the science of behavior analytic teaching, following the 
CABAS® model. All of the teachers, teacher assistants and aides were trained to apply the 
science of behavior analysis to schooling, as per the CABAS® method.  
The participants were selected based on their level of verbal behavior, as well as the 
observed anecdotal emission of behaviors that demonstrated attention to peers’ actions and 
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possessions. The participants also anecdotally emitted behaviors that demonstrated observation 
of their peers (i.e. tacting behavior of peers, manding information about peers, and sustained eye 
contact with peers). All of the participants had generalized imitation, basic listener literacy, and 
the listener component of naming in repertoire at the onset of the study (Greer & Ross, 2008). 
Furthermore, all of the participants engaged in vocal and non-vocal verbal social exchanges with 
their peers and adults (see Table 1).  
It is also important to add that the participants were accustomed to presentation of 
unconsequated probe trials and learn units, as well as constant data collection, as this was 





Participant Gender/Age (in years) Diagnosis? 






units with Peers 
Full 
Naming 
 1  Male/ 3.8 Yes Yes  Yes Yes No 
 2  Male/ 3.6 Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
 3  Male/ 3.2 Yes Yes Yes No No 
 4  Male/ 3.8 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
 5  Male/ 3.5  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 6  Male/3.8 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
 7  Male/ 3.2 Yes Yes Yes No No 
 8  Male 4.5 Yes Yes No No Yes 
 9  Male/3.11 Yes Yes No No No 
10 Male/5.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
11 Female/3.2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
12 Female/3.10 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
13 Male/4.6 Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
14 Male/3.11 Yes Yes No No Yes 
15 Male/5.2 Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
16 Female/4.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
17 Male/5.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
18 Male/5.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
19 Female/5.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
20 Female/5.1 Yes Yes No No No 
21 Male/4.8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Note. This table displays the description of all 21 participants at the onset of the study.  
Setting and Materials 
All probe sessions were conducted in a preschool classroom in the participants’ school. 
During the pre-intervention probes for observational learning of new operants, observational 
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performance, and observational learning of reinforcers, participants sat next to each other at 
child-sized tables. In the pre-intervention probes for peer attention, the participants sat either 
next to or across from each other, at a child-sized table. 
There were various materials used in this study. For the observational performance 
probes, the experimenters used toy animals. For the observational learning of reinforcers probes, 
the experimenter used paperclips, pipe cleaners, sticky notes, hole-punch circles, brass-fasteners, 
and rubber bands to serve as neutral stimuli. The experimenter selected neutral stimuli that the 
participants were familiar with, but likely did not have a history of pairing with reinforcers or 
punishers (see Table 6). In addition, iPads were used to present pictures of novel stimuli in the 
observational learning of new operants probe sessions (see Tables 2-5). The experimenter used 
an assortment of children’s costume articles (see Table 7). 
In addition, the experimenter utilized an easel to display the gameboard used for the peer-
yoked contingency gameboard intervention. The easel was placed next to the experimenter, and 
in front of the participants so that it was visible during each intervention session.  
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Note. The materials used for the observational learning of reinforcers probes were neutral stimuli 




Stimuli used for the Peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention 
Experiment I Intervention Stimuli 
 
















Note. The stimuli for the peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention were 
clothing items the participants were likely familiar with, however the experimenter contrived 





Following the initial screenings of the 21 participants, the experimenter utilized a single-
subject delayed multiple probe design across participants. Although 21 participants were 
screened for observational learning and the peer attention, only participants lacking an 
observational learning repertoire were selected to participate in the observational intervention. 
The experimenter conducted two probes of each dependent variable, prior to implementation of 
the intervention. The results of the probes determined whether the participants satisfied criterion 
for participation in the observational intervention. Following intervention (for the participants 
who were selected to participate), the experimenters conducted two post intervention probes for 
all four dependent variables.  
Design Sequence. The sequence of the design was 1) Two pre-intervention probe 
sessions for all participants across four dependent variables in no particular order, 2) Analysis of 
probe responses to determine candidacy for the observational intervention, 3) Peer-yoked 
contingency gameboard intervention for participants lacking one or more types of observational 
learning, based on the presence of the different types of observational learning and peer 
attention, For example, for participants with only peer attention in repertoire, intervention was 
systematically delayed across participants. 4) Two post-intervention probes for all participants. 



















Figure 1. The design sequence of pre-intervention screenings, selection for candidacy for the 
observational intervention, peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention, and post-




 I measured the correct responses to probes conducted to measure the presence of 
observational performance, observational learning of new operants, conditioned reinforcement 
though observation, and peer attention. All of the probe trials, across the four different dependent 
variables, were unconsequated. 
Probes for observational performance. For the observational performance probes, a 
target and non-target participant sat next to each other, and across from the experimenter. Both 
children were presented with 10 toy animals. Vicarious reinforcement in the form of vocal praise 
was delivered to the non-target peer contingent on the emission of an action with the target 
stimulus. For example, if the participant made the toy frog jump, the experimenter would say 
“Oh wow! You made it jump so high!” Target participants were observed for emission of either 
an imitated behavior or competitive behavior within 5s of the non-target participant’s 
consequence. An imitative behavior was defined as the duplication of the non-target participant’s 
behavior, with point-to-point correspondence of the participant’s toy selection and action. A 
competitive behavior was defined as the emission of a behavior that was an attempt to outdo the 
non-target participant’s behavior. An example of “competitive behavior” responses can be found 
in Table 8. If the participant did not emit either target response, an incorrect response was 
recorded. Criterion for the observational performance probe was established at 80%. If the 
participants did not respond with 80%, it was determined that he/she did not have observational 
performance in repertoire. A list of the observational performance probe stimuli is presented in 


















 “I can make mine run, 
too.” 





(Makes toy lion 
jump) 
“My lion jumped 
higher!” 
 (Makes toy lion 
jump) 




Stimuli Used in the Probes for Observational Performance  
Lion Giraffe Hippo Zebra 
Rhino Gazelle Gorilla Tiger 
Panda Leopard Alligator Frog 
Dolphin Stingray Crab Swordfish 
Shark Octopus Lobster Starfish 
Eel Sea Turtle Sea Lion Whale 
Note. These are the stimuli used in the probes for observational performance. These toy animals 
were not novel, and all of the participants could identify each of these toy animals as both a 
listener and speaker. 
 
Probes for observational learning of new operants. Observational learning of new 
operants probes were conducted through the presentation of direct learn units to mastery to a 
confederate peer, while the target participant observed the learn unit contingencies. The 
confederate peers were children with whom the participants were familiar, and had similar verbal 
behavior developmental cusps and capabilities. Prior to the presentation of observed learn unit 
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opportunities for the observational learning of new operants probe, the experimenter calculated 
the mean number of learn units to criterion for the target participant across four tact programs. 
This learn units-to-criterion rate was used to determine the target participant’s set number of 
observed learn unit opportunities for the observational learning of new operants probe set.  
In the observational learning of new operants probes, the confederate peer and target 
participant sat next to each other at a child-sized table, as the experimenter sat across from both 
participants. The confederate peer was presented direct learn units for pure tacts for five novel 
stimuli in 20-learn unit sessions. Following observation of the pre-determined number of 
observed learn units, the experimenter presented 10 unconsequated probe trials, with two 
opportunities to respond to each of the five target stimuli. Correct responses to 80% of the probe 
trials demonstrated the presence of the observational learning of new operants capability.   
Probe for observational learning of reinforcers. The experimenter partially replicated 
the intervention conditions of Singer-Dudek and Greer’s (2008) study to establish a probe for 
observational learning of reinforcers. During the probe, the target participant sat in between two 
confederate participants as the experimenter read a story aloud to the group. As the experimenter 
read the story, the experimenter non-contingently delivered prosthetic neutral stimuli to the 
confederate participants. The confederates were each delivered 10 neutral stimuli within a probe 
session. Examples of neutral stimuli included paperclips, pipe cleaners, brass-fasteners, sticky 
notes, and chad (see Table 6). The experimenters measured the target participant’s vocal mands, 
non-vocal mands, and attempts to gain access to the previously neutral stimuli. Some examples 
of vocal mands include, “I want one, too,” “Hey, what about me?” or “My turn.” Non-vocal 
mands included pointing, or gesturing to put the item in his/her cup. Some examples of attempts 
to gain access include reaching to take the neutral stimuli from either a confederate participant or 
the experimenter within the probe session. The experimenter measured the cumulative number of 
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vocal mands, non-vocal mands, and attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli across 
opportunities to observe peers receive the neutral stimuli. Criterion was established at 3 mands or 
attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli at any point during the probe session. The mands 
were not reinforced and the attempts to gain access were physically blocked, however the session 
ended immediately after the target participant either manded for the neutral stimuli or attempted 
to gain access three times within a probe session. 
 Peer attention probe. Based on the early observing responses dependent measure first 
introduced by Keohane, Luke, and Greer (2008), I developed a peer attention probe. Keohane, 
Luke, and Greer measured the participants’ incidental observing responses associated with visual 
and auditory modalities across three different settings: free play, structured play and instructional 
1:1 settings. In the seminal study, Keohane, Luke, and Greer measured the observed responses to 
adults’ faces and voices. The participants in the seminal study were early observers, and did not 
yet have the prerequisites for verbal exchanges with adults or peers. The target participants in the 
present study already had the early observing responses in repertoire; therefore the experimenter 
amended the early observing response probe to account for observing responses to peers, as 
opposed to adults. In addition, instead of presenting the peer attention probe trials across three 
different settings; the experimenter measured the participants’ observing responses to their peers 
in a structured play activity at a group table, with two peers present.  
The target responses for the observing responses were also modified. Although the early 
observing response probes only measured head orientation or eye contact, the peer attention 
measured in the present study included the measurement of behavioral changes that 
demonstrated active observation of their peers. These target behaviors included manding 
information about confederate peer, tacting confederate peer’s actions/possessions, changing 
behavior to either imitative, opposite or competitive behavior of confederate peer, orientation to 
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the source of reinforcement, orientation to the confederate peer accessing reinforcement, 
changing the proximity to the source of reinforcement, or changing the proximity to the 
confederate accessing reinforcement. The experimenter recorded the emission of any of the 
target responses as a correct response in the 10-trial probe. If the target participant emitted one of 
the target responses, the experimenter recorded a plus (+) on the data sheet. If the target 
participant did not emit any of the target responses, the experimenter recorded a minus (-) on the 
data sheet. A list of the target responses for the peer attention probes is listed in Table 10.  
Criterion was established at 60% for the peer attention probe dependent variable. A complete list 
of the peer attention opportunities can be found in Table 11. 
Table 10 Target Responses for Peer Attention probes 
Mand information about confederate peers 
Tact confederate peer’s actions/possessions 
Change behavior (without point-to-point correspondence of confederate’s behavior) by 
either emitting opposite behavior or competitive behavior) 
Orient to source of reinforcement 
Orient to confederate peer accessing reinforcement 
Change proximity to source of reinforcement 
Change proximity to confederate accessing reinforcement 
Imitate confederate peer’s behavior  
Tact own actions 
Mand object  
Note. This table dislays the targe responses to the probes for Peer Attention.Within the probe 
session, it was possible for the target participant to emit more than one of the target responses in 
the peer attention probe. In which case, the experimenter(s) coded each response emitted.  
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Table 11 Peer Attention Trial Scenarios 
When a confederate peer is delivered contingent reinforcement of generalized reinforcer 
When a confederate peer delivered non-contingent reinforcement of neutral stimulus 
When a confederate peer engaged in interactive play with neutral stimuli 
When a confederate peer engaged in playful physical contact with teacher 
When two confederate peers are engaged in playful physical contact with each other 
When a confederate peer calls the target participant’s name 
When the target participant is given a direction by a confederate peer 
When a confederate peer speaks to another confederate peer 
When a confederate peer enters the room while speaking 
When a confederate peer enters the room without speaking 
Note. Each of these trial scenarios were presented once within a single probe session. The peer 
attention probe scenarios were always conducted at a table with two confederate peers, while 
engaged in a structured play activity.  
 
Participant Selection 
 I selected participants for intervention based on their responses to the probes for the three 
types of observational learning and peer attention. Only the participants who did not demonstrate 
all three types of observational learning, as determined by less than criterion level responding in 
one or more of the probes for peer attention, observational performance, observational learning 
of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers were selected for intervention. Since 
not all of the participants who were screened for the four dependent variables required 
intervention, only14 participants were selected as candidates for the intervention. For 
correspondence between the screened participants and candidates for the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention, see Table 12. In addition, the participants’ results to the probes for peer 
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attention, observational performance, observational learning of new operants, and observational 
learning of reinforcers are listed in Table 13, Table 14, and Table 15. 
Table 12 
Participant Coding for Experiment I  
Screenings Intervention 
Participant 1	   Participant A	  
Participant 2	   Participant B	  
Participant 3	   Participant C 
Participant 4 Participant D 
Participant 5 Participant E 
Participant 6 Participant F 
Participant 7 Participant G 
Participant 8 Participant H 
Participant 9 Participant I 
Participant 13 Participant J 
Participant 14 Participant K 
Participant 15 Participant L 
Participant 20 Participant M 





Group 1 Participants 
 Participant A Participant C 
Peer attention  Yes Yes 
Observational Performance No No 
Observational learning of new 
operants No No 
Observational learning of 
reinforcers  No No 
Learn units to criterion for 
direct tacts 80 100 
 
Table 14 
Group 2 Participants 











Peer attention  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observational 








Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Learn units to 
criterion for 
direct tacts 




Group 3 Participants 












Peer attention  No No No No No No 
 
Observational 










No No No No  No No 
 
Learn units to 
criterion for 
direct tacts 




The independent variable in this study was the peer-yoked contingency game board 
observational intervention. I implemented the peer-yoked contingency game board procedure 
most typically used to induce the observational learning of new operants capability (Davies-
Lackey, 2005; Gold, 2013; Hawkins, Charnock & Gautreaux, 2007; Reilly-Lawson & Walsh, 
2007; Rothstein & Gautreaux, 2004; Stolfi, 2005). In previous studies that utilized the peer-
yoked contingency game board intervention, one participant served as a confederate, 
demonstrating presence of the target capability, and the other participant served as the target 
participant, demonstrating absence of the target capability. In the present study, all of the 
participants who entered the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention were target 
participants, and therefore were lacking all three types of observational learning. 
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Prior to implementation of the intervention, the experimenter made a few game boards. 
Each gameboard had two vertical paths on each side, indicated by Velcro. Each path had 10 
spaces that ascended to the top of the gameboard. The game boards were created based on 
children’s games and television shows, Angry Birds® and Jake and the Neverland Pirates ® (see 
Figure 1). The gameboard was placed on an easel, next to the experimenter and facing the 
participant pair so that both participants could see the experimenter and current position on the 
gameboard at all times during the intervention session.  
Figure 2. The Angry Birds® peer-yoked contingency gameboard used for the observational 
intervention. 
 
Prior to implementation of the peer-yoked contingency game board intervention, the 
experimenter explained the rules of the game to the participant pair, stating, “We are going to 
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play a game. You two are a team, and in order to beat me at the game, you both have to work 
together to get to the top of the gameboard. If you both answer my question correctly, you get to 
move up one space on the gameboard. If not, I get to move up. The first one to the top of the 
gameboard wins the (predetermined reinforcer).” 
The peer-yoked contingency game board observational intervention required both 
participants to respond to direct and observed intraverbal tact learn unit opportunities. Each 
participant was assigned a stimuli set, containing single exemplars of four target clothing items. 
A single clothing item was distributed to each participant and the participants put on their 
respective clothing item. The experimenter then presented a single direct intraverbal tact to each 
participant about what clothing item he or she was wearing. The direct intraverbal tact learn unit 
antecedent was “ What are you wearing?” Each direct learn unit was contingently consequated 
through either social reinforcement (approval or praise) for correct responses or a correction for 
incorrect responses. Following presentation of direct learn units to both participants, the 
experimenter presented an observed learn unit to each of the participants. The observed learn 
unit was an intraverbal tact opportunity about the clothing item of the peer participant. An 
example of the observed intraverbal tact learn unit antecedent was “What is Lily wearing?” 
Responses to the observed intraverbal tact learn units were not directly consequated, but were 
rather indirectly consequated through ascension on the peer-yoked contingency game board, 
contingent on the correct responses for both of the participants. If neither or only one of the 
participants responded correctly to the observed intraverbal tact learn units, the participants’ 
game piece remained in its current position on the gameboard, and the experimenter’s game 
piece ascended.  
Presentation of direct and observed observed tact learn units continued in random 
sequence across participants until either the participant pair or the experimenter made it to the 
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top of the gameboard, at which point, the winner gained access to the predetermined reinforcer. 
Examples of the predetermined reinforcers are items from a treasure chest, a snack, or a trip to 
the school token store that contained a wide array of children’s toys and games. 
A single session consisted of 20 observed learn unit opportunities for each participant. 
Within a single session, the participant responded to observed intraverbal tact learn units about 
each of the four target clothing items, five times. Criterion was established at 90% correct 
responding to the observed learn units in two consecutive sessions, or 100% correct responding 
in a single session. Since mastery was determined based on the participants’ correct responses to 
observed learn units, and not victory in the peer-yoked contingency game board, it is possible 
that the participants won the game, but did not achieve mastery. If one participant achieved 
criterion within the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention, the experimenter continued 
intervention until both participants achieved criterion. After mastery was achieved for both 
participants in the pair, the experimenter conducted probes for observational learning of new 
operants, observational performance, observational learning of reinforcers, and peer attention.  
Post-Intervention Probes 
 Following the peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention, the 
experimenter conducted two probes for each dependent variable, across all participants. If the 
participant(s) did not demonstrate mastery criterion in the post-intervention probes, the 
participant pair returned to intervention. 
Interobserver Agreement 
 Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected by a second observer who was trained to 
identify the target responses across all four dependent variables. The second observer recorded 
participant responses simultaneously and independent of the experimenter.  
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The experimenter calculated IOA by dividing the number of agreements by the number 
of total observations and multiplied by 100. IOA was conducted for 85% of the probes across all 
21 participants with a mean agreement of 99.6%, with a range of 90-100% agreement.  
IOA was conducted for 79% of all probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 95.5%, with 
a range of 90-100% agreement. IOA for the peer attention was collected for 69% of all peer 
attention probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 95%, with a range of 90-100% agreement. 
For the observational learning of new operants probes, there was IOA for 95% of probe sessions, 
with a mean agreement of 100%. Observational performance IOA was conducted for 84% of all 
probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 93%, ranging from 90-100% agreement. Lastly, there 





The results of the observational learning dependent variable screenings demonstrated that 
each of the 21 participants in Experiment I fell into one of four distinct groups.  
Group 1: Participants with only Peer Attention  
 Participants A and C only had peer attention in repertoire, and therefore required the 
observational intervention, as they did not demonstrate any of the three types of observational 
learning. Although both Participants A and C demonstrated some correct responses in the 
observational performance and observational learning of new operants probes, their responses 
were well below criterion-level responding. In addition, these participants did not mand for, or 
attempt to gain access to the neutral stimuli in the probe for observational learning of reinforcers 
(see Figure 3). Moreover, these participants actively observed their peers non-contingently 
receive the neutral stimuli, however did not reach/ask for the neutral stimuli at any point during 
the probe for observational learning of reinforcers. Participants A and C met criterion in the 
observational intervention, following 8 sessions. Furthermore, both participants acquired all 
three types of observational learning, following a single phase of the peer-yoked contingency 





Figure 3. Pre-intervention and post-intervention unconsequated probe responses for Participants 
A and C. The left axis indicates the correct responses to the probes for peer attention, 
observational performance, and observational learning of new operants. The right axis indicates 
the independent mands or attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli in the probes for 
observational learning of reinforcers. 
 
 
Figure 4. Correct responses observed learn unit opportunities in the peer-yoked contingency 




Group 2: Participants with Peer Attention and Observational learning of reinforcers  
 Participants E, F, G, J, M, and N demonstrated both peer attention and observational 
learning of reinforcers in the pre-intervention screenings. These participants demonstrated 
criterion-level responding for the peer attention probe and also manded for, or attempted to gain 
access to the neutral stimuli during the observational learning of reinforcers probe. They 
demonstrated less then criterion level responding in the probes for observational performance 
and observational learning of new operants, and therefore entered the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention (see Figure 5).  
Participants E, F, G, J, M, and N all met criterion through the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention in 6, 5, 5, 6, 8, and 7 sessions, respectively. Following mastery criterion 
in the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention, all six participants demonstrated 
acquisition of observational performance and observational learning of new operants, following 























Figure 5. Pre-intervention and post-intervention unconsequated probe responses for Participants 
E, F. G. J, M, and N. The left axis indicates the correct responses to the probes for peer attention, 
observational performance, and observational learning of new operants. The right axis indicates 
the independent mands or attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli in the probes for 






















Figure 6. Correct responses observed learn unit opportunities in the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention for Participants E, F. G. J, M, and N. 
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Group 3: Participants lacking Peer attention   
 Participants B, D, H, I, K, and L all emitted very low correct responses in the peer 
attention probes. The mean number of correct responses in the peer attention probe was 1.88. 
Furthermore, these participants did not emit any correct responses to the observational 
performance probe and did not emit any mands for, or attempt to gain access to the neutral 
stimuli during the observational learning of reinforcers probe. Furthermore, Participants B, K, 
and L demonstrated observational learning of new operants. Although, Participants B, L, and K 
demonstrated criterion-level responding in the probes for observational learning of new operants, 
these participants did not emit any behaviors that indicated that they were observing the non-
target peer during these probe trials. Since these participants did not demonstrate all three types 
of observational learning, Participants B, D, H, I, K, and L all entered the peer-yoked 
contingency gameboard intervention (see Figure 7). Neither Participant D, H, nor I met criterion 
in the observational intervention, and did not demonstrate a significant increase in the post-
intervention probes for peer attention, observational performance, observational learning of new 
operants, or observational learning of reinforcers. Participants B, K, and L all met criterion in the 
peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention in 4, 6, and 7 sessions, respectively, however, 
did not demonstrate significant increases in the probes for peer attention, observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, or observational learning of reinforcers. 
Intervention was discontinued for Participants D, H, and I following 6, 4, and 3 sessions, 



























Figure 7. Pre-intervention and post-intervention unconsequated probe responses for Participants 
B, D, H, I, K, and L. The left axis indicates the correct responses to the probes for peer attention, 
observational performance, and observational learning of new operants. The right axis indicates 
the independent mands or attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli in the probes for 
observational learning of reinforcers. 
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Figure 8. Correct responses observed learn unit opportunities in the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention for Participants B, D, H, I, 
K, and L. 
 
Group 4: 
Participants with all three types of observational learning. 
Participants 10, 11, 12, 1, 17, 18, and 19 all demonstrated all three 
types of observational learning, demonstrated by criterion-level responding for 
observational performance, observational learning of new operants, and 
observational learning of reinforcers, as well as peer attention. These participants 
were screened 
for 




in the screenings, it was determined that these participants did not require an 




Figure 9. Pre- intervention 
unconsequated probe responses for Participants 12, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, and 19. The left axis 
indicates the correct responses to the probes for peer attention, observational performance, and 
observational learning of new operants. The right axis indicates the independent mands or 




Discussion of Experiment I and Rationale for Experiment II 
The data collected on the three different types of observational learning and peer 
attention raised new questions regarding the prerequisites for observational learning, as well as 
the verbal behavior development trajectory of all three types of observational learning. 
Peer attention and the acquisition of the three types of Observational Learning  
The results for all participants in Experiment I demonstrated that only the participants 
that had peer attention in repertoire acquired the three types of observational learning. This is 
signified by the correlational results, which show that no participant in the study demonstrated 
the presence of all three types of observational learning, without presence of the peer attention. 
Furthermore, the results of the screenings conducted for the 7 participants with observational 
learning repertoires demonstrate that the peer attention is present in children with observational 
learning repertoires.  
Observational learning trajectory 
The probes for the different types of observational learning and peer attention show that 
no participants demonstrated an observational performance repertoire, without an observational 
learning of reinforcers repertoire.  The results showed that the participants in Group 2 
demonstrated observational learning of reinforcers, as well as peer attention in repertoire, and 
Group 4 had all types of observational learning, as well as the peer attention in repertoire at the 
onset of the study. These results suggest that among the three different types of observational 
learning, the observational learning of reinforcers capability likely emerges before observational 
performance and observational learning of new operants repertoires. I will seek to further 
investigate the observational learning development trajectory in Experiment II. 
Correlation between dependent variables 
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After analyzing the data across all four groups of participants, I conducted a Pearson 
Correlation to determine if there was a correlation between any of the types of observational 
learning and peer attention. The results demonstrated that there was a significant positive 
correlation between the peer attention and observational learning of reinforcers and observational 
performance capabilities. The Pearson Correlation results also show significance between the 
observational learning of new operants and observational performance capabilities, which is 
consistent with Gold’s findings on observational performance and observational learning of new 
operants (2013). Moreover, the Pearson Correlation results in the present study cannot confirm 
that observational performance is a prerequisite for observational learning of new operants, 
primarily because there was a limitation with the measure for observational learning of new 




Pearson Correlation Significance (2- tailed) 
 Observational learning of new operants  




Peer attention -.003 .764** .450* 
Observational 
learning of 
new operants  




- - .659** 
Observational 
performance .674** - - 
 
Note. **Correlation is significant at 0.01 level (2- tailed). *Correlation is significant at 0.05 level 




Figure 10. The mean correct responses to the peer attention, observational performance, 
observational learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers pre-
intervention probes by participant group. Group 4 participants did not require an intervention 
because they demonstrated presence of all three types of observational learning. 
  
Limitations 
 Observational learning of new operants probe. One limitation of Experiment I is that 
the participants in Group 3 who had Naming in repertoire at the onset of the study demonstrated 
criterion-level responding to the observational learning of new operants, without demonstrating 
any observational behaviors in the peer attention, observational performance, and observational 
learning of reinforcers probes. This was shown through the negative Pearson Correlation results 
between the observational learning of new operants probe and peer attention. The participants in 
Group 3 who demonstrated observational learning of new operants through the probe did not 
emit observation behaviors, such as looking at the peers, at any point during the observed learn 
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unit opportunities. Instead, the participants observed the experimenter present tact learn units to 
their peers, and since the participants had Naming in repertoire, they acquired the names of 
untaught tacts without direct instruction. I speculate that their acquisition of the operants was a 
result of a Naming repertoire, and not an observational learning of new operants repertoire. 
Future implications include the implementation of a probe that requires a demonstration 
response, as opposed to a speaker naming response. 
 Observed corrections. An additional limitation is that the experimenter did not account 
for, or control for the number of correction procedures observed in the observational learning of 
new operants probes, or in the peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention.  
Rationale for Experiment II  
The results of Experiment I demonstrated that all 8 participants who had peer attention in 
repertoire at the onset of the study acquired all three types of observational learning as a function 
of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard. These results suggest that peer attention might be a 
prerequisite for all three types of observational learning, and possibly even an observational 
intervention, as the 6 participants without peer attention in repertoire did not acquire all three 
types of observational learning, or even one type of observational learning, as a function of the 
peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention. I will seek to investigate the 
implications of peer attention as a prerequisite repertoire for observational learning in 
Experiment II. 
Moreover, post intervention results for the participants with peer attention in repertoire 
demonstrated that the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention was effective in inducing 
all three types of observational learning, suggesting that the three types of observational learning 
are likely related. The Pearson Correlation results demonstrated that there is likely a significant 
positive correlation between the three types of observational learning, which is consistent with 
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the research question proposed by Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons (2013). I will seek to 
determine if all three types of observational learning emerge as a function of repeated probes for 
all three types. The results from the initial screenings for peer attention, observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers 
demonstrated that they likely emerge along a sequential trajectory, however Experiment I 
findings could not confirm the observational learning trajectory. I will seek to investigate these 





In Experiment II, I measured the effects of repeated probes on the acquisition of all three 
types of observational learning; observational learning of new operants, observational 
performance, and observational learning of reinforcers.  
Method 
Participants 
 Participants for Experiment II were selected because they met two basic criteria: a) they 
did not demonstrate all three types of observational learning, and b) they had peer-observing 
responses in repertoire. For a list of cusps and capabilities, see Table 17. Moreover, Naming was 
not a required capability for participation in Experiment II, however some participants did have 
either the listener component or full Naming in repertoire at the onset of the study. The mean 
learn unit to criterion rates for each participant for tacts presented in a 1:1 setting are displayed in 
Table 18. 
Table 17 
Participant description for Experiment II  
Participant Gender/Age (in years) Diagnosis? 






units with Peers 
Full 
Naming 
 A  Male/ 4.8 Yes Yes  Yes Yes No 
 C  Male/ 4.2 No Yes Yes No Yes 
 D  Male/ 3.6 Yes Yes Yes No No 
 E  Male/ 4.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 F  Male/ 4.5  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 G  Male/4.10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 




Mean learn unit to criterion rate by participant 





F 120  
G 60 
 
Note. This rate was measured by collecting learn unit to criterion data across five separate tact 
programs presented in a 1:1 setting, prior of the onset of the present study. 
 
Setting  
 The setting and materials were the same as those of Experiment I. The intervention 
setting was a classroom located in the host school. The classroom contained child-sized chairs 
and tables.  
Design 
 I utilized a multiple probe design across participants. Each participant received repeated 
probes for each of the dependent variables.  
Dependent Variables 
 The dependent variables in Experiment II were the same as the dependent variables of 
Experiment I. I conducted probes for peer attention, observational performance, observational 
learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers. The probes for peer 
attention, observational performance, and observational learning of reinforcers were the same as 
Experiment I. The probe for observational learning of new operants was changed to account for 
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the limitation in Experiment I, in which the participants responded to the observed consequences 
from naming experiences.   
Procedure 
 I first conducted probes for the first dependent variable:  Peer attention. If the participant 
demonstrated peer attention, as established by 60% correct responding in the probe session, I 
continued with the remaining probes for observational learning. If the participant did not 
demonstrate peer-observing responses, he/she was not selected to participate in Experiment II.  
 Next, I conducted the probes for the three types of observational learning; observational 
performance, observational learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers. I 
presented in no particular sequence and rotated confederate peers.  
 The data were collected and analyzed after a single probe was conducted across each of 
the four dependent variables. Criterion was established at 80% correct responding across two 
consecutive probe rounds.  
 Observational learning of new operants probes 
 The probes for observational learning of new operants in Experiment II slightly differed 
from Experiment I. The probes for observational learning of new operants in Experiment II 
differed from that of Experiment I to account for the rate of acquisition for the observed 
instruction. In the probes for observational learning of new operants, the target participants were 
paired, and served as non-target participants for each other. Similar to Experiment I, the 
experimenter presented a set number of observed learn unit opportunities, based on the 
participant’s learn units-to-criterion rate for direct tact learn units presented in a 1:1 setting. The 
experimenter presented the first participant five consequated direct tact learn units and then 
presented the observing participant five unconsequated direct probe trials. The same procedure 
was followed with the next participant, with a different set of tacts. The experimenter continued 
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the sequence until each participant observed his/her set number of learn units. For a sample 
sequence of the direct and observed instruction see Figure 9.  
Following observation of the set number of direct learn units, the experimenter conducted 
a 10-trial unconsequated probe of the five target tacts, two opportunities to respond to each target 




Participant 1 Set A #1 direct learn units 
Participant 1 Set A #2 direct learn units 
Participant 1 Set A #3 direct learn units 
Participant 1 Set A #4 direct learn units 
Participant 1 Set A #5 direct learn units 
Participant 2 Set A #2 observed instruction 
Participant 2 Set A #3 observed instruction  
Participant 2 Set A #1 observed instruction 
Participant 2 Set A #5 observed instruction 
Participant 2 Set A #4 observed instruction 
Participant 2 Set B #5 direct learn units 
Participant 2 Set B #4 direct learn units 
Participant 2 Set B #3 direct learn units 
Participant 2 Set B #2 direct learn units 
Participant 2 Set B #1 direct learn units 
Participant 1 Set B #4 observed instruction 
Participant 1 Set B #2 observed instruction 
Participant 1 Set B #3 observed instruction  
Participant 1 Set B #1 observed instruction 
Participant 1 Set B #5 observed instruction 
 
Figure 11. This is a sample sequence of the presentation of direct and observed instruction in the 
observational learning of new operants probes. The last column indicates whether the 
experimenter presented direct learn units, which were contingently reinforcered or corrected, or 





Observational learning of new operants probe sets 
 
Table 20 
Observational learning of new operants probe sets 
Flinstones   Rugrats  
 











































Observational learning of new operants probe sets 























Observational learning of new operants probe sets 
























Observational learning of new operants probe sets 
 
Table 24 
Observational learning of new operants probe sets 












































 Observational performance probes 
 The probes for observational performance slightly differed from Experiment I to ensure 
that the target participants had opportunities to receive reinforcement within the probe session. 
The probes were conducted at a small group table with a non-target peer and toy animals, similar 
to Experiment I, except the non-target and target peer alternated between playing with a toy 
animal. At the beginning of the probe session, the experimenter would say “You guys are going 
to take turns playing with these animals. First it is _______’s turn.” When the non-target peer 
engaged in a specific play action with a toy animal, the target participant was observed for 
imitative or competitive behaviors, following contingent delivery of social reinforcement. The 
social reinforcement was general, and did not specify the confederate’s action or toy selection. 
For example, the experimenter would say, “Oh wow! That’s so cool!” An imitative behavior was 
measured by the selection of the same toy animal, and duplication of the confederate’s play 
action. A competitive behavior was measured as the toy action that was emitted in an attempt to 
out-do the confederate, such as making the toy animal jump higher. Immediately following the 
non-target peer’s turn to play with the toy animals, the target participant then had an opportunity 
to receive reinforcement by engaging in play with one of the toy animals. This sequence 
continued until the target participant observed the non-target peer emit 10 play actions with the 
toy animals.  
 Probes for peer attention and observational learning of reinforcers  
 The probes for peer attention and observational learning of reinforcers remained the same 
in Experiment II. For a list of the materials used for the observational learning of reinforcers 
probes, see Table 6 and 7. The target responses in the probes for peer attention did not change, 
however in Experiment II, the experimenter coded the target peer attention responses as either 
observation or participation responses, to determine if the target participants’ responses within 
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the probes for peer attention changed through the repeated probes. For a list of the peer attention 
target response coding, see Table 25.  
Table 25 
Coded target responses to the Peer Attention probe trials 
Target Peer Attention Responses Coding 
Manding information about the non-target or confederate peer. Participation 
Tacting the non-target peer’s or confederate’s actions or possessions. Participation 
Changing Behavior to be competitive or opposite. Participation 
Orientation towards the source of reinforcement. Observation 
Orientation towards the non-target or confederate peer accessing 
reinforcement. Observation 
Change proximity to the source of reinforcement. Participation 
Change proximity to the non-target or confederate peer accessing 
reinforcement. Participation 
Imitate the non-target or confederate peer’s behavior. Participation 
Tact own actions. Participation 
Manding for reinforcement or an object Participation 
!  
Interobserver Agreement 
 I conducted interobserver agreement (IOA) with a trained second observer. The second 
observer collected IOA simultaneously and independent of the primary experimenter. The 
experimenters calculated IOA by dividing the number of agreements by the number of total 
observations and multiplying by 100.  IOA was conducted for 79% of all probe sessions, with a 
mean agreement of 95.5%, with a range of 90-100% agreement. IOA for the peer attention was 
collected for 59% of all peer attention probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 93%, with a 
range of 90-100% agreement. For the observational learning of new operants probes, there was 
IOA for 100% of probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 100%. Observational performance 
IOA was conducted for 68% of all probe sessions, with a mean agreement of 95%, ranging from 
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90-100% agreement. Lastly, there was 90% IOA for observational learning of reinforcers probes, 




All three types of observational learning and peer attention  
 Figure 12 displays the emergence of all three types of observational learning across all 
participants, through the repeated probe trials. Participants A, E, F, and G all acquired all three 
types of observational learning through 3 rounds of repeated probes. Participant C acquired all 
three types of observational learning in 4 rounds of repeated probes, and Participant D in 6 





































Figure 12. Unconsequated correct responses to peer attention, observational performance, 
observational learning of new operants, and observational learning of reinforcers probe trials. 
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Peer attention  
 Though the peer attention repertoire was present at the onset of Experiment II, the 
responses to the same peer attention observer trials changed with each presentation. Figure 13 
displays the data for the coded responses for the target behaviors in the peer attention probes. 
The responses were coded as observation responses and participation responses. The data show 
that all of the participants emitted more participation responses than observation responses as all 



























Figure 13. Target responses to peer attention probe trials by probe session. The participants’ 
target responses to peer attention observer trial opportunities evolved from observation to 
participation responses as the participants acquired all three types of observational learning. 
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Observational learning of new operants  
 Figure 14 displays  each participant’s responses to novel observational learning of new 
operants direct instruction and observation instruction sets. Each data point represents the correct 
responses to either a direct instruction (consequated) tact presentation or observed instruction 
(unconsequated) tact presentation, in increments of five. For instance, the first data point for the 
observed instruction displays the number of independent correct responses to unconsequated tact 
presentations, following observation of the confederate peer receive direct (consequated) 
instruction for the same tacts, of different exemplars. The phase change line separates probe sets, 
and indicates when the 10-trial unconsequated probe was conducted. The results of the 
observational learning of new operants direct and observed instruction data show that 
Participants A, D, F, and G acquired the tacts presented through observed instruction at a faster 
rate than the tacts presented through direct instruction, once all three types of observational 
learning emerged. Participant E also decreased her rate of acquisition by 50%, from 80 to 40, 

































Figure 14. The participants’ responses to consequated direct instruction and unconsequated 





Cumulative observed corrections and reinforcement and observed instruction.  
Figure 15 displays the cumulative number of observed corrections, in relation to the 
cumulative correct observed instruction in the observational learning of new operants probes. 
The results show that the slope of the cumulative correct observed instruction increased from a 
gradual slope to steeper slope, with each round of probes, across all participants. The results 
demonstrate a steeper slope in the last two phases of the observed instruction, demonstrating that 
the participants acquired the names of the observed tacts at a faster rate once observational 

























Figure 15. The participants’ observed reinforcement and corrections to non-target peer’s direct 
instruction and the correct responses to unconsequated observed instruction trials within the 
observational learning of new operants probe. The dotted lines indicate new instructional sets, 






 Figure 16 displays the results to the observational performance probes across all 
participants. The graphs display the emission of both imitative and competitive behaviors in the 
repeated probes. All six participants demonstrated a combination of both imitative and 
competitive behaviors when all three types of observational learning were induced. Participants 
A, E, and F only emitted imitative behaviors in the first probe for observational performance, 
however emitted both imitative and competitive behaviors in the remaining probes for 
observational performance. Furthermore, though it is not displayed on the graphs, each 
participant alternated between imitative and competitive behaviors in the probes for 
observational performance, emitting no more than 3 imitative or competitive behaviors in a row, 
during a single probe session. For example, in the final probe for observational performance, 
Participant E’s sequence of responses was 3 consecutive imitative responses, followed by 3 
consecutive competitive responses, then 2 imitative responses, 1 competitive response, and then 





















































Figure 17. This graph displays the cumulative imitative and competitive responses to the 
observational performance trials across all participants. The open circles indicate imitation 
responses of the non-target peer’s behavior, with point-to-point correspondence of toy animal 
selection, and action, immediately following reinforcement. The closed circle indicates the 
competitive responses to the contingent reinforcement of the non-target participant’s behavior, 
with point-to-point correspondence to the target toy animal, but with the emission of a 
competitive toy action. 
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Observational learning of reinforcers 
 Figure 18 displays the cumulative number of deprivation trials and cumulative number of 
mands and/or attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli in the observational learning of 
reinforcers probes. Since criterion was established at 3 mands or attempts to gain access within a 
singe probe session, the probe session was discontinued after 3 mands or attempts to gain access, 
or after 10 probe trials; whichever happened first. The results of the observational learning of 
reinforcers probes demonstrate that all of the participants acquired observational learning of 
reinforcers within the first 13 deprivation trials, within either the first or second round of probes. 
Whereas Participants C, D, E, and F all emitted mands and attempted to gain access to the 
neutral stimuli, Participants A and G only emitted mands. Furthermore, Participant E was the 
only participant who emitted non-target mands. After the third deprivation trial in the first round 
of probes, Participant E emitted non-vocal “grunts” which functioned as a non-target, but verbal 



































Figure 18. Cumulative unconsequated mands and attempts to gain access to the neutral stimuli in 
the observational learning of reinforcers probe sessions, by deprivation trial. Each phase change 
indicates a different probe session, and the introduction of a different neutral stimulus. 
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Observational learning trajectory 
 Figure 19 displays the developmental trajectory along which the types of observational 
learning emerged for the participants, who already had peer attention in repertoire at the onset of 
the study. Across all 6 participants, observational learning of reinforcers emerged before 
observational learning of new operants and observational performance. In addition, observational 
performance and observational learning of new operants emerged either simultaneously, or 












































































































































































































































































 The results of the repeated probes experimental demonstration in Experiment II showed 
that the participants with peer attention in repertoire acquired all three types of observational 
learning. Participants A, E, F, and G required only three rounds of rotated observational learning 
probes to acquire all three types of observational learning. Additionally, Participant C required 
four rounds of repeated probes, and Participant D required six rounds of repeated probes to 
acquire all three types of observational learning.  
From an observer to an active participant 
As the participants acquired all three types of observational learning, their responses to the 
observer trials in the peer attention and observational performance probes changed. 
Peer attention. Since the participant selection criterion was established at 60% of targeted 
responses within the peer attention probe, the number of actual responses within the peer 
attention probe did not significantly increase. All of the participants already demonstrated 70-
90% peer attention within the first screening, and their responses increased by 20-30%. More 
importantly, however, the participants’ responses to the same peer attention observer trials 
changed from “observation” to “participation.” For instance, in the first round of peer attention 
probes, Participants A, C, E, and G’s observation responses outweighed their participation 
responses to the peer attention probe trials (see Table 31 for peer attention response coding and 
Figure 11 for responses to peer attention probe trials). Additionally, Participant F only emitted 
observation responses in the first probe for peer attention. As the participants acquired all three 
types of observational learning, however, the responses evolved from observation responses to 
participation responses, with significant increases in the second probe for peer attention.  
Furthermore, the participants’ number of target responses emitted per peer attention probe 
trial increased for Participants C, D, and F. Whereas these participants emitted at least one target 
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response in 80% of the probe session, once all three types of observational learning emerged, the 
responses for peer attention increased to as many as three target peer attention responses for a 
single probe trial opportunity. This means that once all three types of observational learning 
emerged, the participants observed the non-target and confederate peers emit a single behavior or 
receive access to a reinforcer, and as a result, emitted 2-3 target peer attention responses to 
further integrate his/herself into the environment, and even change the environment. This finding 
extends Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons’ proposition that an observational intervention, in the 
case of the present study, repeated exposure to observational learning probe environmental 
conditions, builds an audience control repertoire (2013). To do so, the participants emit 
behaviors to change their environments, in some instances by changing their proximity to the 
non-target peer accessing reinforcement. 
Observational performance. After the first round of probes for peer attention and the three 
types of observational learning, only Participant E demonstrated an observational performance 
repertoire. Even still, Participant E’s responses to the observational performance probe trials 
were all imitative responses to the non-target peer’s actions. The data for the observational 
performance probes demonstrated increases in imitative and competitive responses following 
two rounds of probes. But perhaps the most interesting findings were that once the participants 
acquired observational performance, he/she varied his or her responses to denied reinforcement 
by rotating between imitative and competitive responses. Furthermore, these imitative and 
competitive responses were observed to alternate following no more than two consecutive trials 
of the same response. This finding showed that the participants not only observed the 
consequence contingencies delivered to the non-target participant, but also noticed that his/her 
imitative or competitive response did not function to change the experimenter’s behavior, 
therefore he/she rapidly rotated between imitative and competitive target responses to receive 
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reinforcement from the experimenter. Moreover, though these imitative and competitive 
responses were never directly reinforced, it is clear that something functioned to maintain the 
emission of these behaviors, or else the participants’ behaviors would have gone into extinction. 
Though Gold (2013) did not distinguish between imitative and competitive responses as a 
measure of an observational performance repertoire, the findings of the present study and her 
study demonstrate that the participants’ unconsequated target responses to the observational 
performance probes did not go into extinction, or even decrease, but were rather maintained by 
some reinforcer, even following as many and 110 trial opportunities. 
Learning new things  
The observational learning of new operants data showed that the participants acquired the 
tacts presented through observed instruction at a faster rate than the direct instruction. Whereas 
the participants received direct consequences for the direct instruction sets, once all three types 
of observational learning emerged, they responded to the observed instruction sets at a higher 
rate, and after fewer opportunities than the direct instruction sets, thus accelerated their learning 
to observed instruction.  
Similar to the observational performance probe trials, the participants alternated between 
opportunities to respond to direct and observed instruction, and similar to the results of the 
observational performance probes, the participants’ correct responses to the unconsequated 
observed instruction trials were maintained by an unspecified reinforcer. Furthermore, the rate of 
acquisition for the observed instruction continued to decrease following rotated and repeated 
probes for observational learning. Participant E decreased her rate of acquisition for the observed 
instruction by 50%, while her rate of acquisition for her direct instruction remained the same. 
Moreover, when analyzing the trends of the direct and observed instruction for the 
observational learning of new operants teaching sessions, not only did the participants acquire 
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the observed instruction tacts at a faster rate than the direct instruction tacts, but also they also 
consistently responded to the observed instruction tacts. This was not the case for the direct 
instruction tacts for Participants C, D, and F, whose direct instruction responses was variable, 
and did not even reach mastery criterion in the final probe teaching set. Since the experimenter 
did not conduct a probe for the direct instruction set at the end of each round of probes, it cannot 
be determined whether the participant did not acquire the names in the tact set, or simply did not 
respond to the tact presentations. The experimenter hypothesized that the reinforcers within the 
observational learning of new operants probe shifted, and the experimenter’s praise 
reinforcement no longer functioned to maintain or increase the correct responses to the direct 
instruction tact presentations. This finding is consistent with the results of the OSI study, which 
showed that the participants demonstrated criterion-level responding to tacts presented through 
observed instruction, and not for tacts presented through direct instruction, when presented in an 
observational setting (Walsh, 2008). 
Acquiring new reinforcers  
Though the participants all manded for or attempted to gain access to the neutral stimuli in 
the probes for observational learning of reinforcers, the data showed that once a participant 
manded for or attempted to gain access to the neutral stimuli, he/she consistently maintained this 
behavior, no matter the neutral stimuli. A mand specifies it’s reinforcer (Skinner, 1957), and an 
attempt to gain access is most likely serves the same function. Within the probe for observational 
learning of reinforcers, the mands were ignored, and the attempts to gain access were blocked. 
Even still, all six participants maintained their mands or attempts to gain access, even after being 
denied three times within a single probe session.  
Furthermore, though the stimuli were initially neutral, the participant’s responses in the 
deprivation trials demonstrated the reinforcement shift when the target participant was denied 
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access, and the non-target participants were non-contingently delivered the neutral stimuli. In 
one trial, Participant A altered the placement of his hands, saying,  “Can I have one? I’m sitting 
nice(ly), too!”, demonstrating both an observational learning of reinforcers and observational 
performance repertoire.  
One limitation with the observational learning of reinforcers probe was that the names of the 
neutral stimuli was not provided to the participants, and therefore the participants did not always 
know exactly what to ask for. As a result, most of the participants emitted vocal mands such as 
“What about me?” or “I want that!” Some of the target non-vocal mands included pointing to the 
neutral stimuli or gesturing to his/her empty cup. On the other hand, however, Participant E 
consistently emitted non-target mands in the form of grunts to the experimenter, and in one case, 
a gestural kick to the experimenter’s legs. Those these were not the targeted mands, the 
experimenter and second observer determined that these were clear indications of the 
participant’s disposition, and functioned as non-target mands under the deprivation conditions. It 
wasn’t until the 16th and 17th deprivation trials that Participant E stopped emitting non-target 
non-vocal mands, and began to attempt to gain access to the neutral stimuli. 
Observational learning trajectory 
Since peer attention was a prerequisite for participation in Experiment II, the rotated, 
repeated probes demonstrated the observational learning developmental trajectory for the six 
participants.  
First observational learning of reinforcers. For Participants C, D, and F, it can be 
determined that observational learning of reinforcers emerged before observational performance 
and observational learning of new operants. For Participants A, E, and G, observational learning 
of reinforcers emerged in the second round of probes, however since one or more types of 
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observational learning also emerged in the same probe round, it cannot be determined which 
emerged first.  
Then observational performance and observational learning of new operants. Consistent 
with Gold (2013) and Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons (2013), observational performance and 
observational learning of new operants emerged simultaneously for 4 out of the 6 participants. 
For Participant C and D, observational performance emerged prior to observational learning of 
new operants. Since the probes were presented in no particular order, and the observational 
performance probe was not the first probe conducted for Participant E, it is unclear whether 
observational performance was actually present at the onset, or emerged as a function of the 
probes for peer attention and observational learning of new operants.  
Additional findings 
Once participants acquired all three types of observational learning, they served as non-
target peers to in subsequent probe sessions. These participants were observed to emit responses 
that demonstrated compassion to the target participants who were placed under brief deprivation 
in the probes for peer attention and observational learning. Though it cannot be stated that the 
participants demonstrated empathy, it was clear that their mands on behalf of their peers were 
indeed responses of an individual with an observer repertoire. The social listener reinforcement 
protocol, which utilizes an observational intervention, tests empathy (Baker, 2014; Greer, 2004; 
Sterkin, 2012) Further empirical tests are needed to test the relation between observational 
learning and empathy. 
Limitations 
In addition to the limitations already listed, the design sequence could be a potential 
limitation, and confound. Since the probes for peer attention and observational learning were not 
presented in any particular order, is cannot be determined when exactly each type of 
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observational learning emerged for each participant. Future replications should control for the 






 In 2008, Walsh developed an observational learning package that incorporated a few of 
the different interventions used to induce observational learning in children with and without 
disabilities. This observational system of instruction (OSI) immersed the participants in 
observational experiences “necessary to learn from observation by providing joint attention to 
stimuli. Within the present study, the participants were immersed into environmental conditions 
in which they were presented with similar observer experiences. In Experiment I, the observer 
experiences were present in the initial and post-intervention screenings for peer attention, and the 
three types of observational learning and were simulated within the peer-yoked contingency 
gameboard intervention in which the target and non-target participants’ responses within the 
observational intervention were yoked to their partner. Though the participants did not receive 
any feedback from the experimenter within the probes for peer attention and the three types of 
observational learning, there were opportunities to observe feedback delivered to non-target and 
confederate peers within the study. 
 Observing reinforcement and corrections. Neu (2013) demonstrated the importance of 
observing feedback when acquiring new information as a function of observation. Her data 
showed that the elementary school students learned new operants, math problems, when 
observing the students receive corrective feedback at a faster rate than when observing students 
receive reinforcement for correct responses. Within the probes for observational learning of new 
operants, the participants observed both reinforcement and correction procedures in the observed 
instruction. Though the experimenter did not control for the type of feedback observed, it was 
clear that the corrections delivered to the non-target participant were effective in teaching the 
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correct responses to the observed instruction, and that these observer experiences functioned to 
increase the future emission of correct responses to the observed instruction. 
 Prerequisites for observer experiences. Observer experiences were embedded into the 
probes for peer attention, observational performance, observational learning of new operants, and 
observational learning of reinforcers, however exposure to these screenings did not function to 
increase responses pre-intervention for the Group 3 participants in Experiment I, likely because 
these participants did not have what I believe to be the prerequisite repertoires to benefit from 
these observer experiences; conditioned reinforcement for observing. The literature on early 
observing responses showed that until conditioned reinforcement for observing adult faces, 2D 
stimuli, and 3D objects, people and things in the individual’s environment will not select out 
their attention, and therefore, the individual will miss out on language and other learning 
experiences (Greer, 2008; Greer & Ross, 2008; Keohane, Luke, & Greer, 2008). The results of 
Experiment I demonstrated that participants with Naming did not necessarily attend to their 
peers. This finding was evident for the participants in Group 3 of Experiment I. The 
experimenter speculates that without conditioned reinforcement for observing peers, or peer 
attention, children do not benefit from observer experiences.  
Conditioned reinforcement for observing.  
Singer-Dudek, Choi, and Lyons assert that the results of their 2013 study demonstrate the 
importance of the role of the peer in the acquisition of new reinforcers. In the present study, 
when the reinforcers were already present, as seen in Groups 1 and 2 in Experiment I and all 
participants in Experiment II, the participants acquired the missing observational learning 
repertoires. The participants in Group 3 of Experiment I were lacking conditioned reinforcement 
for observing, as demonstrated in their absent peer attention repertoires, which likely led to the 
inability to acquire all three types of observational learning as a function of the peer-yoked 
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contingency gameboard observational intervention. I theorize that a peer attention repertoire, is 
the necessary cusp that allows individuals to acquire new reinforcers, such as conditioned 
reinforcement for learning new operants as a function of observation, changing one’s behavior 
contingent on the observation of another individual’s consequence contingencies, and finally, the 
acquisition of new reinforcers as a function of observation and systematic deprivation. The 
participants in Experiment II all had peer attention repertoires and acquired all three types of 
observational learning as a function of the rotated repeated observer experiences.   
Relation between Peer attention and Observational learning  
The experimental findings of Experiments I and II showed that there was a clear relation 
between the peer attention dependent variable, and the emergence of the three types of 
observational learning. Pre-intervention experimental comparison Pearson correlation data 
showed a significant correlation between peer attention and observational performance and 
observational learning of reinforcers repertoires. Subsequently, the post-intervention data 
showed that if peer attention was in repertoire, the participants were able to acquire the three 
types of observational learning as a function of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard 
intervention or rotated repeated probes. Alternately, if participants were lacking peer attention 
repertoires, they did not acquire one or all types of observational learning as a function of the 
peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention. And finally, the participants who 
demonstrated all three types of observational learning in the initial screenings, also demonstrated 
a peer attention repertoire. Though it has not been empirically tested, I speculate that a peer 
attention repertoire is a prerequisite cusp for the three types of observational learning, as an 
overarching capability. Future research is needed to test the effects of establishing peer attention 




Peer attention and observational learning of reinforcers. Of the three types of 
observational learning, observational learning of reinforcers emerged before observational 
performance and observational learning of new operants for all of the participants in Experiment 
I and for 5 participants in Experiment II with peer attention in repertoire. Observational learning 
of reinforcers emerged as a function of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard in Experiment I 
for all 8 participants with peer attention, and as a function of the repeated probes, or rotated 
observational experiences for the 5 participants in Experiment II. Additionally, the Pearson 
correlation results indicated a significant positive correlation between the peer attention and 
observational learning of reinforcers repertoires, suggesting that the higher the peer attention 
responses, the higher the mands or attempts to gain access to the observational learning of 
reinforcers deprivation probe trials. It can also be stated that an individual has to first attend to 
another individual to see what the other individual has, in order to even notice that he did not 
receive it, himself. This is perhaps why the participants in Group 3 of Experiment I did not 
benefit from the peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention, and though they 
acquired the tacts in the probes for observational learning of new operants, did not demonstrate 
observational learning of reinforcers because they did not attend to their peers.  
Peer attention and observational performance. There was a clear relation between the 
peer attention repertoire and observational performance in the pre-intervention screenings in 
Experiment I. The participants who did not attend to the actions of their peers did not emit 
imitative or completive behaviors, as a function of observing contingent reinforcement, even 
after the implementation of the peer-yoked contingency gameboard, likely because they did not 
have conditioned reinforcement for attending to their peers’ behavior. Alternately, the 
participants who demonstrated peer attention acquired observational performance as a function 
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of either the peer-yoked contingency gameboard in Experiment I or repeated probes in 
Experiment II. 
Joining of types of Observational Learning into an overarching capability 
Woolslayer (2013) demonstrated the merging of two seemingly separate repertoires, 
listener and speaker responses, join into an overarching capability that is Naming. In her study, 
Woolslayer verified how prior to the presence of a Naming capability, listener responses emerge 
independent of, and prior to speaker responses to the same operants. Consecutively, once 
Naming is present, the two topographies join without further instruction. Shanman (2013) 
demonstrated the developmental trajectory of which the listener and speaker components of 
Naming and the conditioned seeing drawing responses emerged. Shanman concluded that 
conditioned seeing emerged as a function of naming experiences, and that the conditioned seeing 
drawing responses were related to the presence of a speaker component of naming repertoire. 
Similar to Shanman’s naming and conditioned seeing trajectory pie charts, the pie charts in 
Figure 16  display the trajectory of which the three types of observational learning emerged for 
the participants in Experiment II. Like Naming, observational learning is a type of observed 
stimulus control, in which the observed consequence contingencies of other individuals functions 
to change the behavior of the observer. I speculate that the rotated, and repeated observer 
experiences functioned to develop a full observational learning repertoire, which joins into an 
overarching capability that allows the individual to learn new things, change their behavior to 
access reinforcement and acquire new reinforcers, all as a function of observation (Singer-
Dudek, Choi, & Lyons, 2013). Future research should explore the implications of the joining of 
all of the verbal behavior development cusps which require observation of another individual, 
including see-do correspondence (imitation), Naming, and joint attention, as an overarching 




 There were a few possible limitations in the present study. The experimenter did not test 
the effects of corrections in the probes for observational performance, but rather delivered 
reinforcement to the non-target peer for the emission of any action with the target stimuli. Future 
studies should also test for observational performance, providing both reinforcement and 
correction procedures. In addition, in the previous studies that tested observational learning of 
reinforcers tested the function of the previously neutral stimuli by first delivering the neutral 
stimuli as a consequence for correct responses to performance and acquisition tasks (Oblak, 
Greer & Dudek, 2015; Zrinzo & Greer, 2013). In the present study, the experimenter did not test 
the function of the neutral stimuli pre and post presentation of the deprivation trials. 
Future Resarch 
The results of Experiment II raise more questions about the participants in Group 3 of 
Experiment I. Future studies should test the induction of peer attention for participants similar to 
the participants in Group 3 of Experiment I to determine if peer attention is indeed a prerequisite 
cusp needed to acquire all three types of observational learning by first inducing peer attention 
through a separate observational intervention. Once peer attention is present, the experimenters 
can either implement the peer-yoked contingency gameboard intervention (like in Experiment I) 
or conduct repeated probes for peer attention and the three types of observational learning (like 
in Experiment II) , to further investigate the implications of peer attention and all three types of 
observational learning.  
Conclusions 
 Even with the present limitations from both Experiments I and II, the findings of the 
present study demonstrate that there are clear prerequisites for observational learning, and that 
children who do not have conditioned reinforcement for attending to peers, likely do not have the  
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prerequisities to benefit from a peer-yoked contingency gameboard observational intervention, or 
other simulated observer experiences. Likewise, children who have conditioned reinforcement 
for attending to peers demonstrate behavior changes, including the acquisition of reinforcement 
of previously neutral stimuli, and learning of new operants, all as a function of observation of 
contingent consequences to peers and systematic deprivation of similar consequences. And once 
a child acquires the three types of observational learning, the responses to the similar observer 
experiences change so that they acquire new information faster, rapidly alternate performance 
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